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Abstract

Residual stresses are unavoidable in welded constructions. How to cor-
rectly predict residual stresses and assess their effect on structural integrity
is a fundamental issue. One of the most difficult aspects in structural in-
tegrity assessment is to incorporate the effect of residual stresses in a safe
manner, without making unduly conservative assumptions about the level
of stress that may be present. Current structural assessment procedures
typically assume upper bound residual stress solution, which can over-
estimate or underestimate the effect of residual stresses. The objective of
this study is to fundamentally understand the effect of residual stresses
on fracture behaviour and try to incorporate the effect into the integrity
assessment procedure in a quantitative manner.

This study concerns an ideal problem. A large cylinder with a weld in
the center was studied. The cylinder was simulated by a 2D plane strain
modified boundary layer model with the remote boundary governed by
the elastic K-field and T-stress. A sharp crack was embedded in the weld
region. The eigenstrain method was employed to introduce a local tensile
or compressive residual stress field into the finite element model. The
concept of the study is to investigate the difference between the reference
case and the case including residual stresses.

Residual stress-induced the crack-tip constraint has been investigated
first. Based on the difference of the opening stress between the case with
residual stresses and the reference case, a parameter R was defined to char-
acterize the crack-tip constraint induced by residual stresses. The effects
of external loading, material hardening, loading path and geometry con-
straint on R have also been studied. It has been found that the residual
stress-induced crack-tip constraint is smaller for the case with higher ge-
ometry constraint.

Effect of residual stress on cleavage fracture toughness was investi-
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IV ABSTRACT

gated by using the cohesive zone model with a bilinear traction-separation-
law. Several cases were studied to understand the effect of residual stresses
on the cleavage fracture toughness. Results suggest that the behaviour of
residual stress is very similar to T-stress. Tensile residual stress compresses
the plastic zone of the surrounding material and moves the plastic zone
backward, which in turn reduces the cleavage fracture toughness. In con-
trast, the compressive residual stress enlarges the plastic zone and shifts
the plastic zone forward, and enhances the cleavage toughness. The effect
of residual stresses on cleavage fracture toughness has also been investi-
gated for geometrically similar weld with different sizes, different damage
parameters, hardening exponents and T-stresses.

Ductile crack growth resistance is important for assessing the struc-
tural integrity, and the effect of residual stresses on ductile crack growth
resistance has also been studied. The study reveals that tensile residual
stresses decrease the crack growth resistance while the compressive resid-
ual stresses have the opposite effect. With the increase of crack growth, the
effect of residual stress tends to diminish. Under certain conditions, the ef-
fect of residual stresses on crack growth resistance curve is independent of
the size of geometrically similar weld. Thus, a "master curve" can be ob-
tained and applied for the integrity assessment. Effect of residual stress on
the crack growth resistance also depends on the material hardening, initial
void volume fraction and T-stress.

It has not been completed to incorporate the effect of residual stresses
into the integrity assessment by a quantitative manner in this study. How-
ever, some guidelines were outlined in the thesis for future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Welding technique has been widely used in industry to fabricate and re-
pair the structures. The safety and integrity of welded structures is an
important issue that should be take into account for both human and en-
vironment impacts. It is widely accepted that the presence of the welding
residual stress can have a significant effect on the subsequent failure char-
acteristics of engineering components and structures [1]. However, com-
pared with the role of primary load and defects, the role of residual stress
on failure and integrity assessment has received relatively little attention,
which due largely to historical difficulties associated with the measure-
ment and prediction of residual stress [2]. It has been demonstrated that
the current procedures can significantly overestimate the residual stress ef-
fects in most cases and underestimate their effects in others [3]. Large sav-
ings can probably be done if the origins of residual stress are recognized,
means for predicting their evolution in-service developed, and their influ-
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Figure 1.1: Main tasks of the RESIA project [5].

The project involves three research units, SINTEF∗, NTNU† and IFE‡. The
main tasks of the project are illustrated in Figure 1.1.

The main objectives of the RESIA project are as follows [4]:

• Develop the scientific platform for next generation quantitative mod-
eling of residual stress prediction and integrity assessment for welded
steel components and structures.
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1.2 FRACTURE MECHANICS 3

• Unified constitutive equations that couple the temperature, strain
rate effect, microstructure and phase transformation plasticity will
be modified and extended to high strength steels.

• Develop a reliable thermal mechanical testing method for inversely
retrieving the microstructure and temperature dependent material
parameters used in the constitutive equations.

• Establish welding residual stress distribution for typical applications
and develop an improved failure assessment procedure for effec-
tively incorporating the quantitative effect of residual stresses.

The work presented in this thesis belongs to work-package 1 (WP1) of
the RESIA project, which focuses on the effect of residual stresses on the in-
tegrity assessment from the viewpoint of fracture mechanics, such as the
effect of residual stresses on crack driving force, residual stress-induced
crack-tip constraint, the influence of residual stress on failure mechanisms
and how to incorporate the effect of residual stress into the current in-
tegrity assessment procedure.

1.2 Fracture mechanics

The effect of residual stress on fracture is the main concern in this thesis.
A description of the theory of fracture mechanics used in this study will
be presented in this section, and the effect of residual stresses on fracture
behaviour will also be briefly introduced.

1.2.1 Crack driving force

Crack driving force is defined as the rate of change in potential energy
with the crack area, which refers to the derivative with respect to the crack
area [6]. In linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), the stress intensity fac-
tor defines the amplitude of the crack-tip singularity and is used as crack
driving force parameter. For mode I loading conditions, K has the follow-
ing form:

KI = σ
√

πa (1.1)

where σ is the stress and a is the crack length. When residual stress is
present, the contribution to the crack driving force must be included in the
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4 INTRODUCTION

analysis, and the total stress intensity is simply the sum of the contribution
from applied load and residual stresses:

KTotal = KAppl + KRs (1.2)

where the superscripts Appl and Rs denote applied load and residual stress
respectively. For an elastic-plastic body a more complex analysis is re-
quired which cannot be evaluated by a simple linear addition of the vari-
ous K terms resulting from the residual and applied stress component [2].

In elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM), two parameters are pro-
posed and widely used as the measure of fracture toughness, and to char-
acterize the near tip stress and strain fields: one is crack tip opening dis-
placement (δ, CTOD) proposed by Wells [7] and J-integral proposed by
Rice [8] for deformation plasticity (nonlinear elastic) materials. CTOD is
usually defined as the displacement at the original crack tip or the dis-
placement at the intersection of a 90◦ vertex with the crack flanks. Shih [9]
has shown that there is a unique link between the J and CTOD for a given
elastic-plastic material.

J-integral is a measure of the nonlinear elastic energy release rate and
the intensity of the crack tip fields under J-dominant conditions. For a
two-dimensional body with a crack directed along the x1 axis under quasi-
static conditions, a general definition of the J-integral is [10]:

J = lim
Γ→0

∫
Γ

(
Wδ1i − σij

∂uj

∂x1

)
nids (1.3)

where W is the strain energy density, σij and ui are components of stress
and displacement in Cartesian coordinates respectively, Γ is an arbitrary
counterclockwise path around the crack tip, and ds is the path length
along Γ. J-integral is path independent given the assumption that the
strain energy density is a single-valued function of the strain (or stress),
e.g. linear/nonlinear elastic materials. However, J-integral is not path in-
dependent in case of non-proportional loading or when residual stress is
present [11, 12]. When residual stresses are regarded as secondary stresses
and assumed only to contribute to the elastic part of the J-integral, the ef-
fect of residual stresses can be incorporated into J-integral as follows [13]:

JTotal =
{√

JAppl
EL +

√
JRS

}2

+ JAppl
PL (1.4)
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the contour integration.

where JEL and JPL represent the linear elastic (small-scale yielding) and
fully plastic J. The length scale of the residual stress should be considered
in this case. If it is smaller than the plastic zone rp, then it is likely that
the residual stress will have little effect on the fracture behaviour because
crack-tip plasticity will obliterate the underlying eigenstrains [2]. Recently,
Lei [12] proposed a path-independent integral that applies to general crack
problems under combined primary and secondary loads. This includes
thermal stresses and residual stress and their combination with primary
load, and has the following form [12, 14]:

J =
∫

Γ

(
Wδ1i − σij

∂uj

∂x1

)
nids +

∫
A

(
σij

∂εij

∂x1
− W

∂x1

)
dA (1.5)

where σij, εij and ui are components of stress, strain and displacement,
respectively. x1 is the direction ahead of the crack, ds is the path length
on the contour Γ, A is the area surrounded by Γ and ni is the unit vector
normal to Γ (see Figure 1.2). The strain energy W is [14]

W =
∫

σij(dεe
ij + dε

p
ij) (1.6)

and the total strain is
εij = εe

ij + ε
p
ij + ε0

ij (1.7)

where superscripts e, p and 0 refer to elastic, plastic and initial strains,
respectively.
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Hou and Pan [15] also proposed a finite element procedure to deter-
mine a potential fracture parameter J1d for welded structures with residual
stresses, which is based on the concept of the energy difference under the
load-displacement curves of the two cracked solids with slightly different
crack sizes.

1.2.2 Crack-tip constraint

Although fracture mechanics has been developed for over 50 years, the
subject of "constraint effect in fracture" is relatively recent, which only
started in early 1990’s [16]. Constraint in fracture mechanics is a term that
is widely used but vaguely defined or understood. In the present con-
text we prefer to understand the level of constraint as an indicator of the
near-tip stress state, and the constraint is regarded as the factors or con-
ditions which influence the transferability and invalidate the one-to-one
relation between the crack driving force and near-tip stress field [17]. In
a weldment there are basically four factors which influence the level of a
crack-tip constraint. The geometry constraint is caused by the crack size,
specimen dimensions and loading mode; inhomogeneous material prop-
erties can induce the mismatch constraint at the crack tip [18–20]; Both
the prestrain history [21] and the welding residual stresses influence the
crack-tip constraint as well.

Conventional single parameter fracture mechanics approaches rely on
the similarity of the crack tip stress and deformation fields [22]. Under
well-contained near tip plasticity, a single parameter, such as the linear
elastic stress intensity factor K, and the J-integral or equivalently crack tip
opening displacement (CTOD), can uniquely scales the elastic-plastic near
tip field. However, the single parameter characterization is not satisfied
in most practical situations because certain high constraint condition can
not be satisfied [23]. The arguments that a single parameter might not
be sufficient to characterize the near-tip behaviour or cracked geometries
under large-scale yielding condition motivated the development of two-
parameter fracture theories.

According to Williams’s solution, the first two terms of small-strain
linear elastic expansion of the crack-tip stress field possess the following
form [24]:

σij =
KI√
2πr

fij(θ) + Tδ1iδ1j (1.8)
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where KI is the Mode I elastic stress intensity factor and T is a stress par-
allel to the crack. Larsson and Carlsson [25] demonstrated that the second
term in the series was important to modify the boundary solution to fit
the real crack problem, and the T-stress has a significant effect on the plas-
tic zone size and shape. Du and Hancock [26] studied the effect of T-stress
on the small scale yielding field of a crack in plain strain conditions and
found that a positive T-stress causes plasticity to envelop the crack tip and
exhibits a Prandtl field. This corresponds to the limit solution of the HRR
field [27, 28] for a non-hardening material, while a compressive T-stress re-
duces the stress triaxiality state at the crack tip. Betegón and Hancock [29]
suggested a two-parameter framework J-T to characterize the effect of the
constraint induced by the geometry. But, T-stress is only valid in an elastic
regime.

O’Dowd and Shih [30, 31] developed the J-Q two-parameter theory and
gave a precise meaning to the term constraint caused by the geometry and
loading mode. They showed that the full range of high- and low-triaxiality
fields within the J-Q annulus are members of a family of solutions parame-
terized by Q when distances are normalized by J/σ0, where σ0 is the yield
stress. The near-tip stress field can be expressed by two-term expansion:

σij = σHRR
ij + Qσ0(

r
J/σ0

)qσ̂ij(θ, n) (1.9)

where
σHRR

ij = (
J

αε0σ0 Inr
)

1
n+1 σ0σ̃ij(θ, n) (1.10)

is the J-controlled HRR stress field, r and θ are polar coordinates centered
at the crack tip; n is the power hardening exponent; ε0 is the yield strain
(ε0 = σ0/E), and α is a material constant.

Their study showed that |q| � 1; and when |θ| < π/2, 1 < r/(J/σ0) <
5, the stress components σ̂rr ≈ σ̂θθ ≈ constant and |σ̂rθ| � |σ̂θθ|. Thus, Q
is a hydrostatic stress parameter. In this two-parameter formulation, J sets
the size scale over which large stress and strains develop, and Q charac-
terizes the crack-tip stress distribution and the stress triaxiality achieved
ahead of the crack. Q is therefore a quantitative measure of the crack-
tip constraint caused by geometry. It should be noted that the J-Q theory
fails to characterize the crack-tip fields and quantify the constraint level in
a bending-dominated large deformation regime. Zhu and Leis [32] pro-
posed a bending modified J-Q theory, by which the crack-tip stress fields
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8 INTRODUCTION

for bending specimens at all deformation levels can be characterized. For
geometry constraint characterization, Chao et al. [33], Chao and Zhu [34]
also proposed J-A2 theory, and an engineering crack-tip constraint param-
eter Γ was suggested by Schindler [35] as well. The above constraint mea-
sures are developed for in-plane constraint. For the effect of out-of-plane
constraint, Guo extended the HRR analysis in a series of papers [36–38] to
the 3D case. In Guo’s solution the thickness effect entered the final result
through functions Tz(n, r, x3), In(n, Tz) and σ̃ij(θ, n, Tz) of Eq. 1.10, and the
parameter Tz is defined as:

Tz =
σ33

σ11 + σ22
(1.11)

Within the plastic domain in front of the crack Tz changes from 0 for
plane stress to 0.5 for plane strain. Guo also proposed an analytical ap-
proximate formula to compute Tz.

In welded components, the crack located at the interface between the
weld metal and the heat affected zone is generally the most critical one.
Because of the nature of welding, there is often a mismatch between the
weld metal and the base metal. By considering the interface crack as a
bi-material system, Zhang et al. [18] carried out a numerical investigation
on the near-tip stress field and found that the near-tip field in the forward
sector can be separated into two parts. The first is characterized by the
J-integral for a reference material; the second part which influences the
absolute levels of stresses at the crack tip and measures the deviation of
the field from the first part can be described by a mismatch constraint pa-
rameter, M [39]:

σij ≈ σ
Re f
ij (J) + Mσ0Re f f̄ M

ij (θ + 12β) (1.12)

where β = 0 for overmatch and β = 1 for undermatch, σ0Re f is the yield
stress of reference material and f̄ M

ij represents the angular function of the
difference fields caused by mismatch, which only depends on the refer-
ence material. The study also showed that radial dependence of M-field is
weak. Similar studies have been carried out for the crack in the middle of
weld [19, 20].

Zhang et al. [40] further studied the effect of T-stress on the crack-tip
stress field of an elastic-plastic interface crack. They found that the T-stress
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can shift the near-tip stress level up and down without significantly affect-
ing the mismatch constraint parameter M, which indicates that the con-
straints caused by geometry and mismatch are independent of each other.
A so-called J-Q-M formulation to describe the near-tip stress field in the
presence of both geometry and material mismatch constraints was then
proposed:

σij ≈ σM=0;T=0
ij + Qσ0Re f f̂ Q

ij (θ) + Mσ0Re f f̂ M
ij (θ + 12β) (1.13)

Here, the Q parameter describes the geometry constraint. Similarly, the
M value is used to rank the material mismatch effect on the crack-tip con-
straint.

Plastic prestrain history common in reeled pipes has also been found to
influence on the crack driving force and crack-tip stress field. By consider-
ing single prestrain cycles, Eikrem et al. [21] developed a new parameter
to quantify the prestrain induced crack-tip constraint:

P = (
�σθθ

σ0
)x/δ=4 = {(σθθ

σ0
)ε − (

σθθ

σ0
)ε=0}x/δ=4, θ = 0 (1.14)

where (σθθ
θ0

)ε implies the case with prestrain history and (σθθ
θ0

)ε=0 denotes
the monotonic loading case. Thus, P value represents the amplitude of
the difference stress field caused by the prestrain history and can be used
to rank its constraint. A three parameter formulation CTOD-Q-P is sug-
gested to describe the near-tip stress field of a cracked specimen with pre-
strain history. Here, CTOD has been used as the crack driving force. The
formulation is as following:

σε
θθ(x) = σε=0

θθ (x, δ, σ0, n) + Q + P at θ = 0 (1.15)

The study of the effect of residual stresses on the crack-tip constraint
has also received attention recently. The studies carried out by Panontin
and Hill [41], Hill and Panontin [42] confirm that the residual stresses con-
tribute to both the crack driving force and the crack-tip constraint. Xu and
Burdekin [43] investigated the effect of residual stresses on the crack-tip
constraint and found that the tensile residual stresses parallel to the crack
flank increase the constraint at the crack tip while compressive residual
stresses in this direction have the opposite effect, but a biaxial residual
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Figure 1.3: SEM fractographs of cleavage in an A 508 Class 3 alloy, (a)
multifaceted surface, and (b) river patterns [6].

stress state may also increase the crack-tip constraint despite the resid-
ual stress component parallel to the crack flank being compressive. Liu
et al. [44] studied a one-dimensional residual stress field perpendicular to
the crack plane in single edge notched tension and bending specimens.
They showed that residual stress can enhance the crack-tip constraint and
defined a parameter R to characterize the effect. Following the same ap-
proach for investigating crack-tip constraint [18, 21, 30, 31] the structure
and behaviour of the near-tip stress field under the combined load of
a two-dimensional residual stress field and external load in a well de-
fined modified boundary layer (MBL) model will be studied in this thesis,
and the parameter R used to quantify the constraint induced by residual
stresses will be further investigated.

1.2.3 Cleavage fracture

Cleavage fracture can be defined as the rapid propagation of a crack along
a particular crystallographic plane [6], and there is little or no evidence of
local micro-scale plasticity accompanying the unstable crack growth. Typ-
ically, cleavage fracture has multifaceted fracture surface in a polycrys-
talline material or so-called "river pattern", as shown in Figure 1.3. The
mechanism of cleavage fracture has been well discussed in Ref. [45].

Micromechanical models using continuum representation of stress and
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of Ritchie-Knott-Rice model.

strain are generally used to predict local conditions for cleavage fracture.
For cleavage fracture to happen, the opening stress should reach the criti-
cal value σc at a certain distance from the crack tip lc or within a certain vol-
ume in front of the crack tip [46]. This physical scale must be considered in
studying the micromechanisms of fracture in order to consider microstruc-
tural features necessary for the physical failure mechanism. Ritchie, Knott
and Rice (RKR) [47] introduced a simple model to relate fracture stress to
fracture toughness, and they postulated that cleavage failure occurs when
the stress ahead of the crack tip exceeds σf over a characteristic distance,
as illustrated in Figure 1.4.

Previous studies concerning cleavage fracture indicate that the critical
fracture stress ranges from 3 to 4 times the yield strength of the material,
and that is relatively independent of temperature and strain rate. Esti-
mates of the characteristic length or distance in mild steels range from 2 to
5 grain diameters [41]. However, in real elastic-plastic materials, the large
plastic deformations are often necessary to initiate the cleavage fracture.
Therefore, Neimitz et al. [46] proposed an alternative formulation of the
RKR criterion. The cleavage fracture was demonstrated as a synergistic
action of the stress and deformation at the critical moment. It has been
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Figure 1.5: Dimple type fracture surface of A6082 aluminum alloy [49].

demonstrated that for fracture to occur it is not sufficient that the opening
stress reaches the critical value alone, but it is also necessary that the loca-
tion of this maximum from the crack tip must be over the distance l � lc,
where lc is considered as a material parameter.

Experimental work undertaken by Mirzaee-Sisan et al. [48] indicated
an apparent reduction in mean cleavage fracture toughness of an A553-B
ferritic steel of 50% from conventional fracture toughness data. Panon-
tin and Hill [41] utilized the RKR (Ritchie-Knott-Rice) [47] model to pre-
dict the effect of residual stresses on brittle fracture initiation and found
that the constraint generated by the residual stress decreases the initiation
toughness of brittle fracture. The fundamental understanding of the effect
of residual stress on cleavage fracture toughness will be carried out in this
work.

1.2.4 Ductile fracture

Ductile fracture is a common failure mechanism, which is characterized by
slow crack propagation and large amount of plastic deformation. The duc-
tile fracture usually shows dimpled fracture surface, or cup-cone fracture
surface that is commonly observed in uniaxial tensile test [6]. Figure 1.5
shows the dimples observed in the fracture surface of A6028 aluminum
alloy.

For polycrystalline metals, it has been observed that ductile fracture is
controlled by nucleation, growth and coalescence of microvoids [49]. The
common observed stages in ductile fracture are as follows [6]:
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of ductile fracture mechanisms: (a) void nucleation,
(b) void growth, (c) beginning of void coalescence and (d) end of void
coalescence.

• Void nucleation from large inclusions and second phase particles by
particle fracture or interracial decohesion [50].

• Growth of the void around the particles, by means of plastic strain
and hydrostatic stress.

• Coalescence of the growing void with adjacent voids.

The mechanism of ductile fracture is illustrated in Figure 1.6. It should
be noted that process before void coalescence, the plastic deformation of
a void containing material is dilatational and macroscopically homoge-
neous. i.e. process (a) and (b). Once the coalescence process begins, the
homogeneous deformation terminates and shifts to a localized plastic de-
formation [49].

It has been found that residual stress can influence the ductile fracture
behaviour. Panontin and Hill [41] predicted the brittle and ductile initi-
ation by micromechanical models and showed that the effect of residual
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stress on the ductile fracture initiation toughness is negligible. Sherry et
al. [51] demonstrated that a high strength low toughness aluminum alloy
AL2024-T351 showed a marked reduction in initiation and tearing tough-
ness for specimens containing a mechanically induced residual stress field.
Experimental work undertaken by Sharples et al. [52] on wide plate speci-
mens has also demonstrated that residual stress can significantly influence
the ductile tearing behaviour of engineering materials. However, the ex-
periments performed by Mirzaee-Sisan et al. [53] on the AISI Type 361H
stainless steel indicates a negligible impact on ductile tearing toughness at
load ratio Lr close to 1, i.e. close to the plastic collapse of the specimen.
The observation is in contrast to their previous experiments performed on
the A533B unstable cleavage fracture in ferritic steels at −150◦C [48]. A
reduction of approximately 46% was observed in apparent fracture tough-
ness for specimens containing a residual stress field compared with speci-
mens in the as-received condition. Mahmoudi et al. [54] employed a local
out-of-plane compression method to introduce residual stresses into C(T)
specimens for aluminum alloys A12024, and the ductile tearing resistance
of A12024 also decreased when tensile residual stresses are present. To
date, the fundamental understanding of the effect of the residual stresses
on ductile fracture resistance remains an open challenge. Thus, the effect
of residual stress on ductile fracture behaviour will be investigated in this
thesis.

1.3 Integrity assessment

1.3.1 Description

Structural integrity assessment is the techniques used to assess the fitness-
for-purpose of critical components and welded structures, which is fun-
damental to the safe and economic operation of structural components.
Such approaches can be used at the design stage to provide assurance for
new structures, at the fabrication phase to ensure the integrity in the con-
struction and at the operation phase to provide assurance throughout the
life of the structure [55]. Used correctly, they can prevent over-design and
unnecessary inspection and provide the tools to enable a balance between
safety and economy to be achieved.

The procedure of structural integrity assessment consists following four
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1.3.1 Description
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tasks [55]:

• Determination of the time profile of all the significant external loads
and operating temperature, and performing a complete stress anal-
ysis including evaluation of the residual stresses in and around the
weld seams in all critical locations.

• Mechanical fracture characterization of the base and weld materials,
e.g. tensile properties, fracture toughness etc. The investigation of
a possible variation of the fracture toughness in heat affected zone
(HAZ) is also important.

• Obtaining a reliable map of significant existing flaws through a va-
riety of non-destructive flaw detection techniques. The distribution,
size, and the nature of flaws should be obtained.

• Carrying out the appropriate fracture and safety assessment.

Several codes and procedures have been defined for integrity assess-
ment, e.g. BS 7910 [56], the low-temperature fracture assessment proce-
dure R6 [57], the high-temperature procedure R5 [58] and structural in-
tegrity assessment procedure for European industry, SINTAP [59]. Exist-
ing defect assessment approaches present the results of an assessment in
terms of either a failure assessment diagram (FAD) or a crack driving force
(CFD) [60], as illustrated in Figure 1.7. In the FAD approach, the combina-
tion of loading and the materials resistance to the fracture is represented
by a point on an FAD; failure is conceded when the point lies outside a
bounding failure assessment curve. In the CFD method, the crack driv-
ing force, such as J-integral or CTOD is represented by a curve which de-
scribes the increase in CFD with increasing load; failure is conceded when
the parameter reaches a limiting value derived from fracture toughness
tests [60].

1.3.2 FAD method

The FAD method is probably the most widely used methodology for struc-
tural integrity assessment, which is easy to implement and also very ver-
satile [6]. The concept of a two-criterion FAD to describe the interaction
between brittle fracture and fully ductile rupture was introduce by Dowl-
ing and Townley [61] and Harrison et al. [62]. The first FAD was derived
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.7: Illustration of integrity assessment approaches, (a)Failure As-
sessment Diagram (FAD), and (b) Crack Driving Force (CDF) curve. A:
safe, B: critical and C: unsafe [55].

from a modified version of the strip-yield model. Considering primary
loading on its own, the basis of the FAD is the use of two dimensionless
parameters [63], the load ratio Lr and the toughness ratio Kr. Kr was de-
fined as follows:

Kr =
KI

Kmat
(1.16)

where KI is applied tensile (Mode I) stress intensity factor, Kmat is the ma-
terial toughness measured by the stress intensity factor. It should be noted
that toughness can be measured in terms of the J-integral or CTOD and
converted to the equivalent Kmat. The load ratio Lr is defined as follows:

Lr =
σre f

σY
(1.17)

where σY is the yield stress, and σre f is the reference stress and defined as:

σre f = (P/P0)σ0 (1.18)

where P is the remote load and P0 is the reference load.
BS 7910:1999 [56] procedure includes three assessment levels, which

are in order of increasing complexity and decreasing conservatism [64],

• Level 1: a preliminary screening procedure.
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• Level 2: the usual assessment method for structural applications and
that generally used for offshore structures. The level 2 method yields
realistic predictions for situations, where ductile tearing is limited.

• Level 3: this procedure is appropriate to ductile materials which ex-
hibit stable tearing.

A particular conservatism in integrity assessment procedure may arise
from the application of high constraint toughness values to assess low con-
straint structure components [55]. Thus, constraint-based failure assess-
ment diagrams [65, 66] have been developed and included in R6 proce-
dure [67] and SINTAP procedure [68]. To assess constraint effect, both the
structural constraint and the dependence of material toughness on con-
straint should be considered. The latter dependence can be assessed by
comparing a constraint dependent toughness Kc

mat with Kmat measured
under high constraint conditions. For negative constraint, the relation be-
tween Kc

mat and Kmat can be approximated expressed as [65]

Kc
mat = Kmat[1 + α(−βLr)p] (1.19)

where α, p are constants and β represents the structural constraint, being
defined (under primary load only) either in terms of the elastic T-stress
(βT Lr = T/σy) or the elastic-plastic Q-stress (βQLr = Q) [55]. For posi-
tive constraint, Kc

mat ≈ Kmat. Eq. 1.19 can be written in a equivalent form
as [65], and a modified FAD including the effect of constraint can be ob-
tained as:

Kr = f (Lr)[1 + α(−βLr)p] (1.20)

1.3.3 Treatment of residual stresses

Residual stresses can have a detrimental effect on structural integrity and
are an important consideration in the defect assessment of welded struc-
tures [64]. Under linear elastic conditions, residual stresses can be treated
by the superposition principle, as shown in Eq. 1.2. However, local or
global plastic deformation may relax or redistribute residual stresses. Fig-
ure 1.8 schematically shows how residual stress contribute to the crack
driving force, and the modification of FAD.
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Figure 1.8: Schematic plot of the contribution of residual stress on (a) driv-
ing force, and (b) failure assessment diagram [6].

Residual stresses are usually treated as the secondary stresses and in-
cluded in current integrity assessment procedures. BS 7910 and R6 proce-
dure includes the residual stress through the modification of Kr as [14]

Kr = (KP
I + KS

I )/Kmat + ρ (1.21)

where KP
I and KS

I are the stress intensity factors for the primary and sec-
ondary stresses, respectively, and ρ is a factor covering interactions. In
Ref. [57], ρ is defined as

ρ = ψ − φ(KS
I /KS

p − 1) (1.22)

where KS
p is the effective elastic-plastic stress intensity factor for the sec-

ondary loading and is related to the J-integral associated with the sec-
ondary stress, i.e. KS

p =
√

E′ JS. ψ and φ are functions of Lr and the ratio
[KS

p/(KP
I /Lr)].

R6 and SINTAP also give an alternative but equivalent definition of Kr
as

Kr = (KP
I + VKS

I )/Kmat (1.23)

where the factor V now covers interaction [14], and is defined as [64]

V = KS
p/KS

I (1 + ψ/φ) (1.24)

When residual stresses are accounted for in integrity assessment pro-
cedures, the detailed information on the residual stress distribution in
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the component is very important and should be known [69]. However,
such information is often not directly available, and upper-bound residual
stress profiles are generally recommended for use. Thus, it is fatal to pre-
dict or measure realistic residual stress distribution, and well-characterized
residual stress profiles can be obtained [70]. An accurate measurement of
the crack driving force that includes the residual stress can be another
approach to incorporate the effect of residual stress into the structural
integrity assessment. To this end, the modified J-integral proposed by
Lei [12] can be a good candidate.

1.4 Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to investigate and quantify the effect of the
residual stress on fracture behaviour, and further incorporate the effect
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20 INTRODUCTION

1.5 Organization of this thesis

This thesis consists of eight chapters. The first chapter introduces the back-
ground of the thesis, the ground theory of this study and the objectives.
Chapter 2 gives a brief review of the residual stress and its effect on frac-
ture. The methodology employed in this thesis is described in Chapter 3.
Study of the effect of residual stress on the crack-tip constraint is presented
in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 summarizes the investigation of the effect of resid-
ual stress on cleavage fracture, and the effect of residual stress on ductile
crack growth resistance is reported in Chapter 6. The thesis is concluded
in Chapter 7, and the future work is also suggested in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Residual stress

2.1 Origin of residual stress

Residual stresses are those stresses which retained within a body when no
external forces are acting [2], which are stationary and at equilibrium with
their surroundings [71].

Residual stresses can be very detrimental to the performance of a ma-
terial or the life of a component. Alternatively, beneficial residual stresses
can be introduced deliberately. Residual stresses are developed during
most manufacturing processes involving material deformation, heat treat-
ment, machining or processing operations that transform the shape or
change of the properties of a material, and can be regarded as a conse-
quences of interaction among time, temperature, deformation, and mi-
crostructure, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. There are several material or
material related factors that can influence the development of residual
stresses, e.g. thermal conductivity, heat capacity, thermal expansion co-
efficient, plasticity, mechanisms of transformations, and transformation
plasticity etc. [72].

The source of residual stresses can be regarded as the misfits between
different regions of the materials, component or assembly, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.2. The misfit strain field could be produced by plastic deformation,
thermal strain, phase-transformation or other means [73], which are re-
ferred as "eigenstrain" by Mura [74]. Residual stresses are often described
by the distribution of eigenstrain ε∗kl through the following form [2]:
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Figure 2.1: The coupling of temperature, stress and microstructure [72].

σij(x) = −Cijkl

{∫ ∞

−∞
Cpqmnε∗mn(x′)Gkp,ql(x − x′)dx′ + ε∗kl(x)

}
(2.1)

where Cijkl are elastic stiffness coefficients; the Green’s function Gkp(x −
x′) represents the displacement component in the k direction at x when
a body force is applied at x′ in the p direction in an infinitely extended
material. For any field location x the integration in terms of x′ needs to
be carried out only over the misfitting region (i.e. where the eigenstrain is
non-zero) [2]. Using Equation 2.1 it is relatively straightforward to calcu-
late the residual stress field that arises from a given eigenstrain. However,
in practice, it is only possible to measure the elastic strain at a finite num-
ber of points and thus difficult to determine the complete distribution of
eigenstrain field and further calculate the residual stress field.

2.2 Classification

Residual stresses may be categorized by the cause (e.g. thermal or elastic
mismatch), by the scale over which they self-equilibrate, or according to
the method by which they are measured [71]. From a length scale per-
spective, the residual stress on continuum level that neglect the underly-
ing microstructure are defined as type I stresses which equilibrate over a
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Figure 2.2: Residual stress arises from misfit either between different re-
gions or different phases within the material. Examples of different types
of macro- and micro-residual stress are illustrated schematically. In each
case the process is indicated on the left, the misfit in the center and the
resulting stress pattern on the right-hand side [2].

length scale comparable to the extend of the component or structure. Type
II residual stresses are microstructurally related and equilibrate on a scale
of a few grain diameters. Type III microstresses are arising from hetero-
geneous behaviour at the atomic scale, these might arise from line defects
(dislocations), point defects such as might arise from radiation damage or
doping with atoms of a different size [2].

In practice, it is conceptually satisfying to consider the whole three di-
mensional stress field within a component. However, it is usually costly
and impractical to depict the whole stress field. Thus, in structural in-
tegrity assessment, residual stresses are often decomposed across a region
of concern into the membrane stress σm, through-section bending stress σb
and locally self-equilibrated σse. It is useful to decompose residual stresses
into different components, and a length-scale concept can be applied [75].
By using the length-scale concept, a consistent characterization of stresses
from various sources can be obtained based on their length scales. Also,
the contributions of different stress components to fracture driving force
can be quantified in terms of their characteristic length scales. Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of residual stress decomposition in terms of
through-thickness membrane, bending and self-equilibrating components
for a T fillet weld [75].

shows a example of the decomposition of residual stress into different
components with respect to the thickness of a T fillet weld [75].

2.3 Measurement techniques

Just as residual stress can present over a range of scales, from atomic scale
to structural scale, failure can also occur at the material level or at macro
structure level. Residual stresses tend to affect the micromechnisms of
failure at smaller scale and have influence on structural integrity at the
continuum level. Thus, it is very important to obtain realistic distribution
of residual stresses. There are basically two types of methods to obtain the
residual stress field, the numerical simulation and experimental measure-
ment. For experimental measurement, destructive methods (e.g. section-
ing, hole drilling, contour method) and non-destructive tests (NDT), such
as ultrasonic, X-ray diffraction method, neutron diffraction method, are
often employed. A review of residual stress measurement methods can
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be found in Ref. [76]. In the following, the common used residual stress
measurement techniques will be briefly introduced.

Destructive methods of residual stress measurement rely on the fact
that when a cut is introduced the object deforms as the necessary compo-
nents of traction due to the residual stress field reduce to zero at the newly
formed surface [2]. Common to all these methods is the reconstruction
of the original stress field or eigenstrain distribution, from the observed
distortion. Central to this is the assumption that the redistribution that
takes place as a consequence of cutting does so entirely elastically, intro-
ducing no further misfit. The most common used destructive methods are
as following:

• Hole drilling method
Hole drilling method [77] is one of the most widely used techniques
for measuring residual stress near the surface of component [78]. It
is simple, quick and versatile. Equipment can be laboratory-based or
portable, and the technique can be applied to a wide range of mate-
rials and components. The hole-drilling method involves drilling a
shallow hole around which the local surface deformations are mea-
sured by a specially designed strain-gauge rosette, as illustrated in
Figure 2.4. Provided the stress is essentially constant over the drill
depth the residual stress that originally existed at the hole location
can then be calculated form the measured strain relaxations ε1, ε2
and ε3 around it using

σmax, σmin = −E
2

(
ε3 + ε1

(1 + ν)ā
∓

√
(ε3 − ε1)2 + (ε3 + ε1 − 2ε2)2

b̄

)
(2.2)

where ā and b̄ are dimensionless calibration constants depending on
the diameter and depth of the hole [79].

• Contour method
The contour method for measuring residual stresses is based on the
elastic superposition principle [80]. The technique involves cutting
the part in two completely, and the part will deform due to the re-
lease of the stresses. By measuring the profile, or contour, of the
newly created surface, the original out-of-plane residual stress can
then be uniquely calculated using a finite element model in which
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of the original stress field or eigenstrain distribution, from the observed
distortion. Central to this is the assumption that the redistribution that
takes place as a consequence of cutting does so entirely elastically, intro-
ducing no further misfit. The most common used destructive methods are
as following:

• Hole drilling method
Hole drilling method [77] is one of the most widely used techniques
for measuring residual stress near the surface of component [78]. It
is simple, quick and versatile. Equipment can be laboratory-based or
portable, and the technique can be applied to a wide range of mate-
rials and components. The hole-drilling method involves drilling a
shallow hole around which the local surface deformations are mea-
sured by a specially designed strain-gauge rosette, as illustrated in
Figure 2.4. Provided the stress is essentially constant over the drill
depth the residual stress that originally existed at the hole location
can then be calculated form the measured strain relaxations ε1, ε2
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where ā and b̄ are dimensionless calibration constants depending on
the diameter and depth of the hole [79].

• Contour method
The contour method for measuring residual stresses is based on the
elastic superposition principle [80]. The technique involves cutting
the part in two completely, and the part will deform due to the re-
lease of the stresses. By measuring the profile, or contour, of the
newly created surface, the original out-of-plane residual stress can
then be uniquely calculated using a finite element model in which
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of hole drilling method.

the distorted surface is forced back into a planar state. Figure 2.5
illustrates the principle of the contour method.

• Slotting method
The slotting method, also called the crack compliance method, gen-
erally provides a measure of the stress perpendicular to the slot and
is applicable when there is little stress variation parallel to the line
of the slot [81]. A slot is cut incrementally and the change in gauges
located on both the top and bottom surfaces recorded [2].

Non-destructive method of determine residual stresses rely on diffrac-
tion within crystalline materials and engineering components. The crys-
talline lattice is used like an atomic strain gauge, and the lattice strain can
be related directly to stress using appropriate elastic constants. Three main
types of radiation are available with wavelength suitable for measuring
atomic lattice spacing, namely, electron, X-ray photon and neutron beams.
The three beams can travel very different distances into crystalline ma-
terials before attenuation becomes significant and so their uses are quite
different [2]. The following non-destructive methods are often used:
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Figure 2.5: Superposition principle to calculate residual stress from
surface contour measured after cutting a part in two [80].

• X-ray diffraction method
The principle of this method is that the crystal lattice spacing of met-
als is proportional to elastic strain [78]. The sin2 ψ X-ray method of
stress determination has been used for over 80 years [82]. In essence,
measurements are made over a range of inclination angles (ψ, illus-
trated in Figure 2.6) using a high scattering angle (2θ) [2]. By direct
measurement of interlattice strain in terms of plane spacing, as in-
duced by residual stress, the residual stresses can be calculated by
the following equation [2]:

dψ − d0

d0
=

1 + ν

E
σφsin2ψ − ν

E
(σ11 + σ22) (2.3)

where σ11 and σ22 are the principal in-plane stresses and σφ is the in-
plane stress corresponding to ψ = 90◦. dψ is the spacing of the lattice
planes parallel to the welding direction at an angle ψ with the spec-
imen surface, d0 is the stress-free spacing of the lattice planes. The
relationship predicts a linear variation in dψ and sin2 ψ form which
the slope can be used to determine the in-plane stress.

• Synchrotron X-ray diffraction method
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Figure 2.6: Schematic illustrating the sin2 ψ technique whereby the
in-plane stress can be deduced from the variation in atomic lattice
spacing as the ψ angle is increased [2].

Synchrotron, or hard X-rays, provide very intense beams of high en-
ergy X-rays [2]. There X-rays have a much higher depth penetra-
tion than the conventional X-rays, typically around 50 mm in alu-
minum [76]. Thus, this method is capable of providing high spatial
resolution, 3D maps of the strain distribution to millimeter depths in
engineering components. Another great advantage that synchrotron
has is that intense narrow beams of 1mm to 10 μm in size are pos-
sible, which leads to spatial resolutions that are limited not by the
instrument but by the crystallite size within the sample.

• Neutron diffraction
Neutrons have the advantage over X-rays that for wavelengths com-
parable to the atomic spacing, their penetration into engineering ma-
terials is typically many centimeters [71]. With high spatial reso-
lution, neutron diffraction can provide complete three-dimensional
strain maps of engineering components [76].There are essentially two
neutron diffraction techniques, namely, conventional θ/2θ scanning
and time of flight approach [71]. Compared to other diffraction tech-
niques, the cost of neutron diffraction method is much higher and
the availability is very much lower.

• Ultrasonic method
Ultrasonic methods utilize the sensitivities of the velocity of ultra-
sound waves traveling through a solid to the stress level within the
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solid body [76]. Changes in the speed of ultrasonic waves in a ma-
terial are directly affected by the magnitude and direction of stresses
present. Because the velocity changes are small and are sensitive
to the material’s texture, it is often more practical to measure tran-
sit times as the ultrasonic path length is usually not known to suffi-
ciently high precision. This method has the advantage of being able
to measure in the bulk of the material and are therefore well suited
to routine inspection operations [71].

There are many other methods to measure the residual stresses in engi-
neering materials. It is important to consider the characteristic length-scale
of the residual stress, which can be helpful for selecting a proper measure-
ment technique. The ability to measure and monitor the development of
residual stresses during the whole material processing procedure can be
helpful to manage residual stresses for different processing stages.

2.4 Numerical prediction

2.4.1 Description

The thermal and thermal-mechanical process associated with welding resid-
ual stress evolution during welding can be extremely complex [3], as illus-
trated in Figure 2.7. The distribution of welding residual stress depends
on several main factors such as structural dimensions, material proper-
ties, restraint conditions, heat input, number of weld pass and welding
sequences [83]. Due to the complexity of physical processes involved in
welding, it is impossible for any experimental technique to obtain a com-
plete mapping of the residual stress and distortion distribution in a gen-
eral welded structures [84]. With advances in computer hardwares and
finite element method (FEM) software, numerical simulations now play
an important role in predicting residual stresses. A series of review pa-
pers on numerical modeling of welding can be found in Ref. [85–88].

There are several challenges in numerical prediction of residual stresses.
Among all challenges, it is critical to formulate an accurate constitutive
model that can properly describe the time-dependent properties of the ma-
terials. A unified welding constitutive model may include many internal
state variables, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. The constitutive model can then
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Figure 2.7: Residual stress and distortion evolution in welded joints [3].

be implemented into finite element platforms and perform the simulations
of welding residual stresses. It is also very important to obtain the reli-
able material properties, including temperature-dependent properties, the
properties of different phases and the phase-transformation temperature
etc. Another important issue for the numerical simulation is the proper
heat source model. In practice, for different welding methods, different
heat source model should be utilized, e.g. the keyhole cylinder volumetric
heat source together with a surface Gaussian heat source model is used
for laser welding, and the volume Gaussian double ellipsoid heat source
model can be used for arc welding.

For predicting residual stresses different types of special purpose or
adapted general purpose computer codes have been applied. SYSWELD
from ESI group∗ is the leading tool for the simulation of welding and weld-
ing assembly processes. In the RESIA project, a new platform, namely
WeldsimS, for predicting the welding residual stresses and microstruc-
tures of high strength steels has been developed based on IFE’s in-house
FEM software package, IfeFEM.

∗www.esi-group.com
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for laser welding, and the volume Gaussian double ellipsoid heat source
model can be used for arc welding.

For predicting residual stresses different types of special purpose or
adapted general purpose computer codes have been applied. SYSWELD
from ESI group∗ is the leading tool for the simulation of welding and weld-
ing assembly processes. In the RESIA project, a new platform, namely
WeldsimS, for predicting the welding residual stresses and microstruc-
tures of high strength steels has been developed based on IFE’s in-house
FEM software package, IfeFEM.
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Figure 2.8: Basic elements of unified weld constitutive model [3].

2.4.2 WeldsimS

WeldsimS [89] is part of the computer programs WLEDSIM/ALSIMS de-
veloped by IFE. The main function of WeldsimS is the prediction of weld-
ing residual stresses and hydrogen diffusion as well. The codes account
for a series of complex phenomena such as the moving heat source, melt-
ing and solidification, solid-state phase transformations, work hardening,
strain rate sensitivity and the flow stress dependency on the specific mix-
ture of phases appearing at the different temperatures. Specific WeldsimS
features are:

• Different properties in base and weld metal can be handled.

• Build-up of fillet regions in multi-pass welding, which is simulated
by pre-defined weld metal elements being successively activated for
each pass.

• Adaptive mesh refinement for numerical accuracy and high spatial
resolution of the stress field.
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• Export of the stress field to failure assessment analyses in 3D do-
mains or 2D cross sections

It should be noted that WeldsimS only contains the main solver, and the
pre-process and post-process should be accomplished in other commer-
cial software. Also, WeldsimS cannot perform fracture mechanics analysis
now. Simulated results should be exported into ABAQUS to perform fur-
ther analysis.

2.5 Effect of residual stress on failure

Residual stresses plays an important role in material failure. This study
focuses on the effect of residual stresses on cleavage and ductile fracture
behaviour. However, residual stresses can also have effect on other failure
mechanisms. A review on this topic has been reported by Withers [2]. In
the following context, the effect of residual stresses on fatigue, creep and
hydrogen embrittlement will be briefly introduced.

The fatigue behaviour of structural components is a strong function
of the load history. The amplitude of the applied load cycles is a pri-
mary variable influencing the fatigue lifetime, and the mean (or maxi-
mum) value of the load in each cycle is a secondary variable that can also
have a major influence on fatigue [90]. Fatigue crack growth includes nu-
cleation and propagation of crack. Fatigue nucleation life is a function of
the alternating stress amplitude but not the mean stress, while the growth
rates of fatigue cracks are a function of both the stress amplitude and mean
stress. Thus, it implies that residual stresses have relatively little influence
on fatigue crack nucleation, but potentially a significant influence on fa-
tigue crack growth. There are two types of fatigue, i.e. low cycle fatigue
(LCF) and high cycle fatigue (HCF) [91]. Residual stress often has little
effect on LCF life. However, HCF is very sensitive to residual stresses [2].
To the extent that the S-N curve is driven by crack nucleation behaviour,
the effects of residual stresses may be small, but to the extent that the S-N
curve is driven by crack growth, including the growth of microcracks, the
effects of residual stresses may be large.

Time-dependent plasticity, or "creep", is an important failure mecha-
nism at elevated temperatures. The failure mode of creep is often char-
acterized by the growth of cavities on grain boundaries [92]. If the accu-
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mulated creep strains exhaust the creep ductility of the material, cracks
will initiate. Creep strain and ultimate cracking can be driven by residual
stresses, for example, as a means of thermal relaxation of weld residual
stress in areas with poor material creep ductility at the operating tempera-
ture and creep deformation rate [2]. Also, a highly triaxility stress state can
reduce the creep ductility relative to the uniaxial response substantially.

Hydrogen embrittlement is a general phenomenon which lowers the
fracture resistance of high-strength steels, and therefore raises the failure
risk of the components [93]. In the case of hydrogen induced fracture, the
role of the residual stresses is potentially twofold [94]. First, the mechan-
ical effect of residual stresses is additive to the stresses caused by applied
load. In addition, the heterogeneous fields of residual stresses affect the
rate of hydrogen transportation toward potential rupture sites in the com-
ponents by the stress-assisted diffusion governed by the gradient of the
hydrostatic component of stresses.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Problem description

This study concerns an ideal problem. A large cylinder with a weld in the
center was studied. The reason for selecting such model is that it can be
easily modeled by a 2D plane strain MBL model. With the MBL model, a
reference case can be well established, and the constraint conditions can be
easily handled by changing the remote boundary governed by the elastic
K-field and T-stress. A sharp crack was embedded in the weld region. The
analysis procedure, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, consists of the following
steps: 1) enforce a welding procedure, which introduces a residual stress
field; 2)introduce a sharp crack; 3) apply the external load. The possible
contact between the upper and lower free surfaces of the crack has also
been considered when the residual stress was introduced.

3.2 Modified boundary layer model

One of the basic assumptions behind the application of linear elastic frac-
ture mechanics to elastic-plastic materials is that plastic deformation at the
crack tip is governed by the intensity of the elastic stress singularity, KI .
In this case, the plastic zone size is small compared to other geometric
dimensions of the problem. The crack problem can be solved by using a
boundary layer approach, which assumes that the boundary value stresses
of the elastic-plastic crack problem are given by the extension of the valid-
ity of the singularity term (Eq. 3.1) in the elastic stress solution to large
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the problem, (a) welding at the center of the
round cylinder, (b) introduce a sharp crack, and (c) apply the external load.

values of r and small-scale-yielding [25]

σij =
KI

(2πr)1/2 fij(θ) (3.1)

where r and θ are polar co-ordinates referred to the crack tip, and the func-
tion fij are given by the elastic solution.

Analytically, the stress state at the crack tip in the elastic case is given
by a singular stress component and non-singular terms. As shown in
Chapter 1, Williams [24] proposed an analytical expansion to represent the
stress state at the crack tip, and the first two terms has the form of Eq. 1.8.
It should be noted that the second term is independent of r. Larsson and
Carlsson [25] demonstrated that the second term in the series was impor-
tant to modify the boundary solution to fit the real crack problem, and the
T-stress has a significant effect on the plastic zone size and shape. In this
way, a modified boundary layer solution is obtained which is expected to
agree with the solution for the actual geometry.

In this study, the modified boundary layer analysis was performed to
study the effect of residual stresses on fracture behaviour, and the bound-
ary conditions on the remote edges of the model is applied through a dis-
placement field (u, v) controlled by the elastic asymptotic stress field of a
plane strain mode I crack
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where KI=
√

EJ/(1 − ν2) under plane strain condition; E is Young’s mod-
ulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio; r and θ are polar coordinates centered at the crack
tip with θ=0 corresponding to the crack tip.

3.3 Complete Gurson model

The complete Gurson model has been employed to study the effect of
residual stress on ductile crack growth resistance in this thesis. It seems
that conventional plasticity theories lose their applicability when ductile
fracture is involved [95]. Also, the ductility or fracture toughness of a ma-
terial varies with the change of geometry constraint level and cannot be
directly transfered from one geometry to another [49]. Thus, both the evo-
lution of matrix stress and the material deterioration due to the damage
should be considered when the full stress-strain relationship of the mate-
rial is to be described.

3.3.1 Gurson model

The accuracy of the ductile fracture simulation depends on the model-
ing of physical behaviour of solids. Using the micro-mechanical model-
based constitutive equations to predict the ductile fracture process has at-
tracted much efforts in last decades. One of the best well-known micro-
mechanical models is Gurson [96] model, which is based on the work by
Rice and Tracy [97] and McClintok [98]. The Gurson model has later been
modified by Tvergaard and Needleman [99–101], thus, it is most often re-
ferred to as the Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman (GTN) model. The GTN
model is in fact a void growth model. The effect of void coalescence can be
considered with the introduction of a so-called critical void volume frac-
tion, which is not a physical mechanism-based coalescence criterion. In
GTN model, the softening effect due to the presence of voids was reflected
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directly transfered from one geometry to another [49]. Thus, both the evo-
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should be considered when the full stress-strain relationship of the mate-
rial is to be described.
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The accuracy of the ductile fracture simulation depends on the model-
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in a yielding function. By idealizing the true void distribution into a unit
cell containing on spherical void and carrying out the rigid-plastic upper
bound analysis, the following yield function was obtained:

φ(q, σ̄, f , σm) =
q2

σ2
f

+ 2q1 f cosh
(

3q2σm

2σ̄

)
− 1 − (q1 f )2 = 0 (3.3)

where f is the void volume fraction, σm is the mean macroscopic stress, q is
the von Mises stress, σf is the flow stress, and q1 and q2 are parameters in-
troduced by Tvergaard [99, 100]. Unlike many soil material models where
yielding is also dependent on hydrostatic stress but yield surface is fixed
in stress space, the yield surface of the Gurson model decreases with the
increase of damage until the complete loss of load-carrying capacity [49].
Due to the incompressible nature of the matrix material the growth of ex-
isting voids can be expressed as:

d fgrowth = (1 − f )dεp : I (3.4)

where εp is the plastic strain tensor and I is the second-order unit tensor. In
the original Gurson model (q1=q2=1), material softening with the increase
of void volume fraction is a continuous process, and complete loss of load
carrying capacity would occur only when the void has grown to the ul-
timate value f =100%, which is an unrealistic situation [49]. Even with
the modification made by Tvergaard, the void volume fraction at which
the Gurson model will lose load carrying capacity is still unrealistically
large as f =1/q1. However, the void volume fraction is much smaller than
f =1/q1 and usually less than 15% according to both experimental observa-
tions [102] and numerical analysis [103]. It thus indicates that the Gurson
model can not naturally predict void coalescence and an extra void coales-
cence criterion should be used [49]. Then, so-called critical void volume
fraction criterion for void coalescence has been proposed, which assumes
that void coalescence appears when a critical void volume fraction fc is
reached. A review on the development of this criterion has been made
by Zhang [104]. Once the void coalescence has been determined to oc-
cur according to a criterion, the post-coalescence deformation behaviour
of the Gurson model is numerically simulated by an artificial acceleration
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of void growth, as suggested by Tvergaard and Needleman [101]:

f ∗ =

{
f for f � fc

fc + f ∗u− fc
fF− fc

( f − fc) for f > fc
(3.5)

where f ∗u =1/q1 and fF is the void volume fraction at the end of void coa-
lescence. Here, fF=0.15+2 f0, where f0 is the initial void volume fraction.
When the coalescence starts and f > fc, f ∗ replaces f in Eq.(3.3).

Before any growth, voids should be nucleated first. Void nucleation
can be stress controlled or strain controlled [105]. The strain controlled
nucleation can be written as:

d fnucleation = fε(εp)dεp (3.6)

where fε is the void nucleation intensity, and εp is the equivalent plastic
strain. Two types of void nucleation models may be used for engineering
materials, the cluster nucleation model and continuous void nucleation
model. The detailed description of such models can be found in Ref. [105].

3.3.2 Thomason’s coalescence criterion

As described in Section 1.2.4, the fracture of ductile material displays two
distinct phases, the homogeneous phase and localized phase. Thomason
developed a so-called dual dilatational constitutive equation theory for
ductile fracture [106–108], and argued that two fracture phases are in com-
petition for a void-containing material, as shown in Figure 3.2.

Both deformation modes are dilatational, by which plastic deforma-
tion will result in change of material volume and the material will always
follow the deformation mode which needs less energy. In the early stage
of deformation, the voids are small and it is easier to follow the homoge-
neous deformation mode (the stress required for going to homogeneous
deformation is less than the stress required for going to a localized defor-
mation mode), and with the advance of plastic deformation and increase
of void volume fraction, the stress required for localized deformation de-
creases [105]. When the stress for localized deformation is equal to the
stress for homogeneous deformation, the void coalescence occurs. The
plastic limit criterion by Thomason states that no coalescence will occur as
long as the following conditions is satisfied [108, 109]:
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Figure 3.2: The competition of the two deformation modes in the Thoma-
son theory [49]
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Coalescence will first happen when the left-hand side becomes equal
to the right-hand side in Eq. 3.7, and the void volume fraction at coales-
cence will be taken as the fc. In Eq. 3.7, σ1 is the current maximum princi-
pal stress, r is the void space ratio, r= 3

√
(3 f /4π)eε1+ε2+ε3/(

√
eε2+ε3/2) and

ε1 is the maximum principal strain, ε2 and ε3 are the two other principal
strains, α=0.1 and β=1.2 are constants fitted by Thomason [108]. For plane
strain problem, Eq. 3.7 can still be used, but with ε3=0. This work has been
later improved by Pardoen and Hutchinson [110] and Zhang et al. [105]
to take the effect of hardening into account and the following relation has
been found:

α(n) = 0.12 + 1.68n (3.8)

where n is the hardening exponent, improves the prediction of coales-
cence.
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3.3.3 Complete Gurson model

By combining the GTN model for void growth and Thomason’s plastic
limit load model for coalescence a so-called "complete Gurson model" has
been proposed by Zhang et al. [105], with which the complete process of
ductile fracture can be simulated. The complete Gurson model has been
verified [49] for non-hardening material against the finite element results
by Koplik and Needleman [103]. It was found that the complete Gurson
model was very accurate, in particular, for small initial void volume frac-
tion cases [105]. By using the complete Gurson model, ductile fracture is
exclusively linked to the void nucleation parameters and the mesh size.

Because the yield surface of the Gurson model is changing with the
increase of damage, the computer implementation of the Gurson model is
complicated, especially for the finite element programs which use implicit
algorithms [49]. Zhang and Niemi [111], Zhang [112, 113] performed the
numerical treatment of the Gurson model and a family of the generalized-
midpoint algorithms has been proposed. The complete Gurson model is
then implemented into ABAQUS [114] using the algorithms developed by
Zhang via the material user subroutine UMAT.

3.4 Cohesive zone model

Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) has been proven a useful tool for
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Figure 3.3: Schematic plot of the concept of cohesive zone model [117].

3.4.1 Concept

The cohesive zone model was introduced by Barenblatt [118] and Dug-
dale [119] for elastic-plastic fracture in ductile metals and for quasi-brittle
materials by Hillerborg et al. [120] under the name of fictitious crack model.
The fundamental concept of the cohesive zone model is a so-called traction-
separation-law (TSL), which is a function described by the cohesive stress
(σ) and separation (δ) [121]. The area under the traction-separation rela-
tion represents the cohesive energy Γ0. The basic parameters necessary
to describe the traction-separation-law are two among the critical traction
σmax, the critical separation δc and the cohesive energy Γ0 [122]. The basic
concept of the cohesive zone model is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.4.2 Traction-separation-law

One of the key problems in the application of the cohesive zone model
is the choice of the TSL within the cohesive zone. Needleman first pro-
posed a polynomial law [123], and later an exponential law was intro-
duced by Xu and Needleman [124]. Tvergaard and Hutchinson [122] pro-
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Figure 3.4: Schematic plot of the traction-separation-law used in the anal-
ysis.

posed a trapezoidal law for ductile fracture. The traction-separation-law
used in this paper is a bilinear relationship between the traction and the
separation, which is characteristic of brittle materials [117]. The traction-
separation-law used in this thesis is a bilinear relationship between the
traction and the separation, as shown in Figure 3.4, which is characteristic
of brittle materials [117]. The dominant parameters are cohesive energy Γ0
and the maximum cohesive stress σmax.

When a cohesive zone model is employed to simulate the cracking
behaviour of a brittle thin interface, the softening part of the TSL may
cause some problems to the solution algorithm. A snap-back instabil-
ity can occur depending on interface thickness, stiffness and the length
of the elements adjacent to the cohesive zone [125]. If a discontinuity of
the response occurs, the simulation can stop. A possible solution is the
viscous regularization method proposed by Chaboche et al. [125], which
introduces a fictitious viscosity parameter in the constitutive equation of
the cohesive elements. In turn, the convergence of the solution can be
achieved by dissipating excess energy; but the value of the viscosity pa-
rameter should be small enough to not affect the results. Pezzotta and
Zhang [126] demonstrated that when the viscosity value v ≤1.0E-5 the
predicted failure becomes independent of the viscosity parameter when
other parameters are fixed. Thus, the value v=1.0E-5 was used for all the
calculations in this study.
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3.5 Eigenstrain method

The complete Gurson model and the cohesive zone model are constitutive
models to describe the fracture mechanisms. In this thesis, the eigenstrain
method was utilized to introduce the residual stresses into the MBL model.
The eigenstrain method will be further investigated and described in this
section. The background regarding the nature of residual stress and a for-
mulation of eigenstrain approach to residual stress determination will be
described. Then, the application of the eigenstrain method in this thesis
will be discussed.

3.5.1 Description

Generally, the stress contained in a self-balanced body is called residual
stress. In the body, the source of residual stress is an incompatible strain
field. The incompatible strain field could be produced by plastic defor-
mation, thermal strain, phase-transformation, or other means. Ueda et
al. [127] refers to the sum total of all such possible causes of incompatible
strain as the "inherent strain" presented in the body. In this study, we adopt
Mura’s [74] terminology in calling the incompatible strain as "eigenstrain".

When a body contains residual stress, cutting the body along an arbi-
trary plane will alter the stress. This fact is problematic for many stress
measurement techniques, but is employed by the present method. If we
have an ideal cutting process, the eigenstrain in each piece of the original
body will not be altered by the process. Sectioning of the body changes
the distribution of residual stress, but not that of eigenstrain. By measur-
ing the stress change when the body is sectioned, the eigenstrain can be
determined. Further, it need not be assumed that residual stress is entirely
relieved by the cutting process in applying this method [78]. When certain
assumptions about the spatial distribution of the source of residual stress
can be made, estimates of residual stress can be generated for locations
which are remote from strain measurement points. Thus, the eigenstrain
method is basically a hybrid experimental/analytical method.

In the welding procedure, elastic-plastic phenomena of the material
essentially occur, and eigenstrain always generates in the body. Therefore,
the elastic response equations are generally derived as the relationships
between the vectors of eigenstrain ε∗, elastic strain εe, and stress σ. These
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vectors are related as follows [128, 129]:

εe = [H∗]ε∗ (3.9)

σ = [D]εe = [D][H∗]ε∗ (3.10)

where [H∗] is the matrix relating elastic strain to eigenstrain, and [D] is
the matrix relating elastic stress to strain. The matrix [H∗] links the overall
fields of eigenstrain to the overall fields of elastic strain, and depends on
the domain occupied by the body and its boundary conditions.

When the vectors of inherent strain ε∗ are known, the residual stress
can be obtained by elastic analysis without calculating [H∗] corresponding
to the initial body through

σ = [D](ε− ε∗) (3.11)

where ε is total strain and can be expressed as the sum of the eigenstrain
and the elastic strain εe. The magnitude of eigenstrain depends on the
welding conditions and configurations of the welded joints.

3.5.2 Simplification

The analytical and experimental requirements of the eigenstrain method
make its application expensive. Some efforts have been made to improve
the applicability of this method, e.g. localized eigenstrain technique [78],
which allows residual stress estimates to be made inside a small region
of interest near the weld bead. By using this technique, the experimental
effort required is reduced by up to five times relative to Ueda’s method.
Also, this new method was verified by numerical simulation and shown
to be as accurate as the original Ueda’s method.

Another approach was introduced by Mochizuki et al. [128] to sim-
plify the distribution of the eigenstrain in complicated weld structures and
residual stresses can be calculated based on such distribution. The eigen-
strain of various welded joints with shapes were shown to have trape-
zoidal distributions in three vertical paths around the weld metal, and
shear components near zero. The width and magnitude of the eigenstrain
distribution depend on the kind of material, heat input, and the config-
uration of the joint. An example of pipe penetrating the thick plate was
show in Figure 3.5, and the calculated residual stresses were compared
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Also, this new method was verified by numerical simulation and shown
to be as accurate as the original Ueda’s method.

Another approach was introduced by Mochizuki et al. [128] to sim-
plify the distribution of the eigenstrain in complicated weld structures and
residual stresses can be calculated based on such distribution. The eigen-
strain of various welded joints with shapes were shown to have trape-
zoidal distributions in three vertical paths around the weld metal, and
shear components near zero. The width and magnitude of the eigenstrain
distribution depend on the kind of material, heat input, and the config-
uration of the joint. An example of pipe penetrating the thick plate was
show in Figure 3.5, and the calculated residual stresses were compared
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the simplified eigenstrain method, (a) definition
of the direction around weld metal, and (b) assumed eigenstrain and their
distribution zone [128].
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Figure 3.6: Residual stress on pipe inner surface for perpendicular welded
joint (θ = 90deg) [128].

with the experimental measurement stress in Figure 3.6. It can be seen
that the distribution from the eigenstrain analysis agrees well with the di-
rect measurement values in both circumferential and axial direction.

3.5.3 Application

The main objective of this thesis is to investigate the effect of residual
stresses on crack-tip constraint and failure mechanisms, and to obtain the
accurate distribution of the residual stresses is out of the scope. Therefore,
a simplified method was utilized to introduce residual stress fields into
the finite element model.

Residual stress field was introduced by the eigenstrain method through
the following steps:

• Assume different eigenstrain distribution in base metal and weld
metal respectively. Set the eigenstrain values equal to the thermal
expansion coefficients of different regions.

• Load the model by a unit temperature change.

• Insert the crack and residual stress redistributes.
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Chapter 4

Effect of residual stress on
crack-tip constraint

Transferability of test data from small specimen to predicting fracture be-
haviour of large scale components is alway a main concerning factor when
applying traditional fracture mechanics approaches. It has been well rec-
ognized that crack-tip constraint due to geometry, mismatch, pre-strain
and residual stress affect the distribution of stresses around a crack and
consequently preclude the use of a single parameter characterization of
the crack tip stress field [44]. In this chapter, the effect of residual stress on
crack-tip constraint will be investigated.

4.1 Problem description

The modified boundary layer (MBL) model consisting a weld metal re-
gion located in the center of the model and an outer base metal region was
utilized to study the problem under Mode I plane strain conditions. The
load was applied to the remote edges of the model through a displace-
ment field (u,v) controlled by the elastic asymptotic stress field, as shown
in Eq. 3.2. Only the upper-half plane was modeled because of symmetry.
The crack is assumed to be a sharp crack without initial radius and the
radius of the MBL model was taken as 1000 mm to ensure that the small-
scale-yielding condition is fulfilled. The model was meshed by standard
eight-node elements with reduced integration, CPE8R, with a finer mesh
in the crack-tip region and the interface between the weld metal region
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Modified boundary layer model, (a) global mesh; (b) crack-tip
mesh.

and the base metal region. The size of smallest elements near the crack tip
is 0.1 mm. The finite element model has 1408 elements and the meshes are
shown in Figure 4.1.

The weld metal and base metal were assumed to have the same elastic
properties (E=2×105 MPa, ν=0.3) and plastic properties. The rate inde-
pendent power law strain hardening materials were assumed to have the
form of

σf = σ0(1 +
ε̄p

ε0
)n (4.1)

where σf is the flow stress; ε̄p is the equivalent plastic strain, σ0=400 MPa
the yield stress, ε0 = σ0/E the yield strain and n is the plastic strain
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hardening exponent. Different thermal expansion coefficients for the base
metal (αb) and weld metal (αw) are assumed to introduce the residual
stresses into the model by eigenstrain method. It should be noted that the
thermal expansion coefficients here are not physical thermal coefficients,
but are just used to introduce the residual stress into the computational
model.

4.2 Residual stress field

The eigenstrain method was employed to introduce residual stress into the
FE model, in which a "spot" weld with a round shape located in the center
of the model was assumed. The eigenstrain for the base metal was as-
sumed to be zero, and isotropic non-zero value for the weld was assigned.
The size of the weld region was described by radius c, and three different
sizes were investigated. Figure 4.2 shows the redistributed residual stress
after the crack was introduced for the case with αw=0.003 and αb=0. The
stress components were normalized by the yield stress, and the distance
from the crack tip was normalized by c.

It can be seen that the residual stresses along both the parallel and
opening directions have a sharp turning point at the interface between
the base metal and weld metal. The reason for this sharp turning point is
that the assumption of eigenstrain distribution is not continuous between
the two regions. It can also be observed that the normalized residual stress
fields collapse into one curve for different weld regions. Both the parallel
and opening residual stress components in the weld metal are tensile and
the peak values are approximately 1000 MPa and 1520 MPa, respectively.
In the base metal region, the residual stress parallel to the crack plane is
also tensile in a large range while the opening residual stress component is
compressive to counter balance the tensile stress in the weld. The effect of
the biaxial residual stress on the crack-tip constraint will be investigated
in the following by using the residual stress field with weld size c=20 mm.

4.3 Results

The J-integral is adopted by the majority of the integrity assessment pro-
cedures currently used as the elastic-plastic fracture parameter. But for
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Figure 4.2: The redistribution of the residual stress fields after the crack
was introduced. (a)σR

11; (b)σR
22. E/σ0=500, ν=0.3, n=0.1; αw=0.003 and αb=0.
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a crack in a residual stress field or the combination of mechanical and
residual stresses a general path-independent J-integral appears to be path-
dependent [11]. In our study, the computed J-integral by ABAQUS [114]
has been investigated and compared with the applied J-integral (exter-
nal loading) to the MBL model. Residual stresses as an additional stress
field induce an initial J-integral, which is about 0.04% of the final J-integral
caused by the combination of residual stress and external load. The resid-
ual stress was found to have significant effect on the path independence at
the early stage of loading, while the path dependence becomes less severe
with the increase of external loading. We also found that the J-integral in
both the cases with and without residual stress loses path independence
in the finite strain region, beyond which the J-integral are practically path-
independent. The difference between the computed J-integral and applied
J-integral is 0.2% ∼ 2.78% when a residual stress is present with applied
J-integral from 200 N/mm to 600 N/mm, and it is 1.1% ∼ 3.25% for the
case without residual stresses. The calculated J-integral has been used in
the calculation of the stress field, J in the following means the computed
J-integral.

4.3.1 Reference solution and Q field

The reference solution is important for studying the crack-tip constraint.
The stress field distribution according to the HRR singularity or the small
scale yielding solution (SSY) from MBL analysis is generally considered
as the reference field. The difference between the HRR singularity and
SSY solution was found to be very small. Dodds et al. [130] showed that
the choice of HRR field or SSY solution as reference field does not result
in significant difference. But, applying SSY solution as the reference field
can extend the applicability of the approach to a much broader range of
materials, because the HRR singularity is limited to deformation plasticity.

In this study, we used a homogeneous SSY solution without residual
stresses and the T-stress as the reference field. Small scale yielding con-
ditions are enforced by not allowing the plastic zone size rp to exceed 0.2
times the radius of the MBL model. The stress distribution obtained from
the small strain analysis for T=0 under different loading levels is presented
in Figure 4.3.

Here, opening stresses are normalized by the yield stress σ0; r is the
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radial distance of the material in the undeformed state measured from the
crack tip and normalized by J/σ0. As shown in Figure 4.3, the opening
stresses for different external loadings collapsed into a single curve. In
other words, the reference field is independent of applied load. In this
study, solution with Japplied=200 N/mm was taken as the reference one.

In order to better understand the effect of residual stresses on the crack-
tip constraint, the Q-field is revisited. The Q value in the J-Q theory [30, 31]
represents the crack-tip constraint induced by specimen geometry, crack
size or loading mode. The small scale yielding solution was used as the
reference solution to measure the Q value. Fields of different crack-tip con-
straint levels were induced by applying different combinations of K and T.
Bilby et al. [131] showed that the near-tip stress distribution depends on T,
but is independent of K. Therefore, the K-field was fixed in this section, but
the T-stress varied in the range of -1<T/σ0<1. The effect of loading path
will be further investigated in Section 4.3.6. The opening stresses of the
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case with different T are showed in Figure 4.4.
It can be seen that the finite-strain effect is significant in the range

r/(J/σ0)<1, beyond which the stress field shows similarity. The stress dis-
tribution of T/σ0=0 corresponds to the SSY solution and the stress distri-
bution for T/σ0=0.5 and 1 are almost identical. The reason for this is that
the crack-tip field will approach full plasticity and a further increase of
T-stress does not change the crack-tip field anymore when T/σ0 is greater
than certain value, as was shown by Du and Hancock [26]. However, neg-
ative T/σ0 values cause a significant downward shift of the stress field.

O’Dowd and Shih [31] have demonstrated that there was a one-to-
one correspondence between T and Q under the conditions that the re-
mote stress field is given by the first two terms of the small-displacement-
gradient linear elastic solution, in which the applied load and geometry
affect Q only through T. i.e.

Q = F(T/σ0; n) (4.2)
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Figure 4.5: Relationship between Q and T. The Q value was taken out at
r/(J/σ0) = 2. E/σ0 = 500, n=0.1,ν=0.3.

Here, Q also depends on the material hardening exponent n, but the
dependence is weak. The relationship between Q and T in this study is
showed in Figure 4.5.

4.3.2 Definition of R-parameter

To quantify the effect of residual stresses on crack-tip constraint is a inter-
esting topic. In order to investigate the effect of residual stress fields on
crack-tip constraint, different biaxial residual stress fields (see Figure 4.2)
were introduced by varying the eigenstrain values under the same exter-
nal loading (Japplied=200 N/mm) controlled by the K-field. The stress dis-
tributions including residual stresses are compared with the reference SSY
field in Figure 4.6. Here, the stress components along the crack line (θ=0)
were shown in range 0<r/(J/σ0)<5.

It can be seen that the presence of residual stresses elevates the stress
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the reference field and the stress field including
residual stresses along θ=0, Japplied=200 N/mm. n=0.1, E/σ0 = 500, ν=0.3.
(a) σ11; (b) σ22.
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Figure 4.7: Difference stress between the full stress field and reference field
along θ=0 with T=0. n=0.1, E/σ0 = 500, ν=0.3.

level compared with reference solution, and the elevation of the stress
level increases with the increase of the eigenstrain level. It can be observed
that the finite-strain effects are significant in the range r/(J/σ0) < 1.5,
beyond which the stress distributions seem to be parallel to each other.
It should be noted that the magnitudes of normalized opening stress are
greater than that of the stress component parallel to the crack flank. Due
to the symmetrical condition, the shear stress component is zero.

A difference stress field has been calculated between the full stress
field with residual stresses and the reference solution (�σij = σwith

ij −
σ

re f
ij , where σwith

ij is the stress field with residual stresses and σ
re f
ij is ref-

erence SSY solution). The difference fields for the three eigenstrain levels
αw=0.002, 0.0025 and 0.003 are shown in Figure 4.7. In our earlier work, Liu
et al. [44] showed that the residual stress-induced difference field could
be approximated by a hydrostatic stress with both principle components
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level compared with reference solution, and the elevation of the stress
level increases with the increase of the eigenstrain level. It can be observed
that the finite-strain effects are significant in the range r/(J/σ0) < 1.5,
beyond which the stress distributions seem to be parallel to each other.
It should be noted that the magnitudes of normalized opening stress are
greater than that of the stress component parallel to the crack flank. Due
to the symmetrical condition, the shear stress component is zero.
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the definition of parameter R.

almost identical and shear component zero. However, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.7, �σ11 and �σ22 are different for the same eigenstrain level. With
the increase in the eigenstrain level, the difference between �σ11 and �σ22
increases. It should be noted that uniaxial residual stresses perpendicular
to the crack flank were used in [44] while biaxial residual stress fields were
introduced in this study. The difference between the present results and
the results in [44] may be explained by the different residual stress com-
ponents. Biaxial residual stresses tend to have more significant effects on
the crack-tip constraint than uniaxial ones. Similar features have also been
reported by Xu and Burdekin [43].

It is known that the cleavage fracture is controlled by the critical levels
of the opening stress acting over a microstructurally significant distance
ahead of the crack tip [130]. In order to quantify the effect of residual
stresses on the crack-tip constraint, a parameter R can be defined based
on the difference in the opening stresses. The same reference stress used
in the previous section was used here. The definition of R is illustrated in
Figure 4.8, and has the form as Eq. 4.3.

R =
σ22 − (σ22)SSY,T=0

σ0
at r = 2J/σ0 (4.3)

The distance r/(J/σ0) = 2 is chosen so that R is evaluated outside
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the finite-strain region. It can also be seen that the difference between the
finite strain solution with T=0 and reference small scale yielding solution
is negligible when the distance is greater than r/(J/σ0) = 2.

4.3.3 Effect of external load on R

Welded structures with residual stresses are subject to various service load-
ing conditions. It is interesting to investigate the effects of external loading
on the crack-tip constraint induced by residual stresses. A residual stress
field with eigenstrain value αb=0, αw=0.003 was introduced into the MBL
model, and the crack-tip constraint was investigated under five external
loading levels ( Japplied=200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 N/mm ). The opening
stresses of combined external loading and residual stresses are shown in
Figure 4.9 together with the reference solution.
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Figure 4.9 shows that in the presence of residual stresses the crack-
tip opening stresses exceed the reference solution for all the loading levels
considered. However, the opening stress decreases with the increase of ex-
ternal loading. The difference between the opening stresses and reference
solution are plotted in Figure 4.10(a). The R values quantifying the resid-
ual stress-induced crack-tip constraint have been calculated using Eq. 4.3
and are plotted as a function of the external load in Figure 4.10(b).

It can be seen from Figure 4.10(a) that different stresses under the vari-
ous external loading levels are parallel to each other to a large extent when
r/(J/σ0) > 1.5. The residual stress-induced constraint R decreases with
the increase in the external loading, as shown in Figure 4.10(b). Liu et
al. [44] observed a similar trend in their studies. The behaviour is in agree-
ment with common knowledge that the external loading and plasticity can
reduce the effects of residual stresses. It is also interesting to note that R
is different to the mismatch-induced constraint parameter M that depends
on the material properties but is independent of external loading and ge-
ometry constraint [18, 39, 40]. The above results indicate that the residual
stress as an additional stress field has interaction with the applied stress
fields and depends strongly on the residual stress field itself.

4.3.4 Interaction of R and Q

It has been demonstrated that the specimen geometry, crack size and load-
ing mode influence the crack-tip constraint and the geometry constraint
can be characterized by the Q parameter [30, 31]. Liu et al. [44] recently
demonstrated that the residual stress induced constraint in the tensile spec-
imen is in general higher than that in the bending specimen. It is known
that for the same geometry and crack size, the bending specimen displays
a higher geometry constraint than the tensile specimen. Thus, it is inter-
esting to study how the geometry constraint interacts with the residual
stress-induced constraint.

In a boundary layer formulation, the normalized crack-tip stress fields
depend on the remote T-stress but are supposed to be independent of the
K-field. By changing the T-stress, different geometry constraint levels can
be obtained. In the following, the near-tip stress field in the presence of
both a residual stress field and T-stress has been investigated. The residual
stress is fixed with eigenstrain value αb=0, αw=0.003, and T/σ0=-1, -0.75, -
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Figure 4.10: Effect of external loading. (a) different opening stress fields
along θ=0; (b) R as a function of external loading. T=0, n=0.1, E/σ0 = 500,
ν=0.3.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of reference solution with stress field including
residual stress and geometry effects along θ=0. n=0.1,E/σ0 = 500, ν=0.3.

0.5, -0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 have been considered. The normalized opening
stresses at Japplied=200 N/mm are shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11 shows that the stress field was shifted up and down by
different T-stresses compared with the reference solution. It can be seen
that the compressive T-stress affects the stress field more significantly than
the tensile T-stress.

In order to investigate the interaction between R and Q, R was calcu-
lated according to Eq. 4.3 for different T-stresses and compared with Q.
Here, it should be noted that R defined in Eq. 4.3 represents the crack-tip
constraint induced purely by the residual stress. However, the R value
here (designated as RQ) includes both the residual stress-induced con-
straint and geometry constraint, i.e. RQ = R + Q. The comparison of
RQ and Q with different T is plotted in Figure 4.12.
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the tensile T-stress.

In order to investigate the interaction between R and Q, R was calcu-
lated according to Eq. 4.3 for different T-stresses and compared with Q.
Here, it should be noted that R defined in Eq. 4.3 represents the crack-tip
constraint induced purely by the residual stress. However, the R value
here (designated as RQ) includes both the residual stress-induced con-
straint and geometry constraint, i.e. RQ = R + Q. The comparison of
RQ and Q with different T is plotted in Figure 4.12.
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The difference between RQ and Q is the constraint induced by the
residual stress, i.e. R showed by the shaded area in Figure 4.12. It can be
seen that the difference between RQ and Q decreases with the increase of
T/σ0, which indicates that the higher the geometry constraint, the weaker
the residual stress effect on the crack-tip constraint. T-stress was applied
as a uniaxial tension or compression parallel to the crack flank to change
the crack-tip stress triaxiality in the boundary layer formulation. In this
study, the T-stress which generates different Q stresses was designated as
TQ. The biaxial residual stress component parallel to the crack flank can
also be considered as a T-stress component, designated as TR. Thus, the
interaction between R and Q can be explained as the interaction of TR and
TQ. As shown in Figure 4.2, the residual stress component parallel to the
crack flank is mainly tensile. Therefore, the superposition of TQ and TR

enhances the total T-stress that results in a higher crack-tip constraint. A
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Figure 4.13: Difference opening stress for the stress fields with residual
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positive TR can reduce the constraint loss significantly when TQ is com-
pressive while it has a weak effect on the crack-tip constraint when TQ is
positive. However, when the crack-tip achieved the full plasticity, a fur-
ther increase in tensile T-stress does not have any significant effect.

4.3.5 Effect of material hardening on R

Finally, it is interesting to investigate the influence of material properties
on the residual stress-induced constraint. The same residual stress field
generated by eigenstrain values αb=0 and αw=0.003 was introduced and
the same external loading Japplied=200 N/mm was applied for three hard-
ening components. Figure 4.13 shows the difference in the opening stress
between the case with residual stresses and the corresponding reference
solution. The values of R for different n were marked by circles.
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Figure 4.13 shows that the difference in the opening stresses increases
with the increase of the strain hardening exponent. R is also higher for the
case with stronger strain hardening. For the materials with weak harden-
ing, the crack tip can easily develop full plasticity. Thus, for the same resid-
ual stress field, its effect on the crack-tip constraint is smaller for weaker
hardening materials. It should also be noted that the finite strain effect
becomes more significant for a material with weaker strain hardening.

4.3.6 Effect of loading path on R and Q

For the same external displacement field applied at the outer boundary
of the MBL model, different loading path may induce a different crack-
tip constraint, which was generally neglected by most of the work in the
literature. There are generally two loading paths to apply to remote dis-
placements: the proportional loading path controlled by fixing the ratio
of K/T (Path I); and the sequent loading path by applying the T-field first
and then the K-field (Path II). In this study, the effect of the loading path on
the crack-tip constraint was investigated both with and without residual
stress cases. T/σ0=-0.5 and K-field with Japplied=200,300,400,500 and 600
N/mm were studied and the same reference field was used. Figure 4.14(a)
and (b) show the effect of the loading path on Q and R, respectively.

It can be seen that proportional loading path can generate a higher
crack-tip constraint than the sequent loading path both with and without
the residual stress cases. It should be noted that the compressive T-stress
represents the loss of crack-tip constraint. Thus, the lower crack-tip con-
straint induced by loading path II indicates that the T-stress applied as an
additional field affects the crack-tip constraint. We also observed that the
effect of the loading path on R is stronger than the effect on Q for the same
external loading. This indicates that the effect of residual stresses on the
crack-tip constraint can be regarded as the superposition of components
parallel to the crack flank and the additional T-field. It was also found
that under the same geometry constraint level (T/σ0 = −0.5), the effect of
residual stresses decreases with the increase in external loading, as shown
in Figure 4.14(b).
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Figure 4.14: Effect of the loading path on the crack-tip constraint with
T=-0.5, n=0.1, E/σ0 = 500, ν=0.3. (a) effect on Q; (b) effect on R. αb=0,
αw=0.003.
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4.4 Conclusions

Welding residual stresses are unavoidable and play a crucial role in the
integrity assessment procedure. Residual stresses affect both the crack
driving force and the crack-tip constraint. This study has focused on the
latter effect by using a new parameter to quantify its effect. The modified
boundary layer model with a remote displacement field controlled by the
K-field and T-stress was used. A two-dimensional residual stress field was
introduced into the model by the eigenstrain method. A small scale yield-
ing solution without residual stress and geometry constraint (T/σ0=0) was
taken as the reference field.

It has been shown that the difference in the stress fields between the
full stress field with residual stresses and the reference solution show sim-
ilarity. Unlike previous findings, we found that the stress components of
the difference fields parallel and perpendicular to the crack flank are not
equal. Thus, parameter R is not a hydrostatic term for the cases examined.
Since the cleavage fracture is more sensitive to the opening stress, a pa-
rameter R was defined based on the opening stress difference to quantify
the welding residual stress-induced constraint.

The results showed that external loading can remedy the residual stress-
induced constraint R that decreases with the increase in the external load-
ing. R is different to the mismatch-induced constraint parameter M which
is independent of the external loading.

The results also indicate that the geometry constraint interacts with
the constraint induced by the residual stresses. For a higher geometry
constraint, the effect of the residual stresses becomes weaker. This could
be explained by the fact that the residual stress components parallel to the
crack flank interact with the remote T-stress.

The study also indicates that a sequential loading path with the T-field
taken as an additional field will result in lower crack-tip constraint. The
loading path effect is stronger for the cases with residual stresses.

The residual stress-induced constraint depends on the material hard-
ening exponent as well. R increases with the increase of the hardening,
in which the near-tip plasticity plays an important role. Full plasticity is
easier to cover the crack tip for the weaker hardening material and then
the residual stresses have a smaller effect on the crack-tip constraint.

The present work is concerned with the residual stress-induced crack-
tip constraint. The parameter R was defined to quantify the residual stress-
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induced crack-tip constraint. The parameter R can be constructed as [132]:

R = F(ε∗, n, Q, P) (4.4)

where ε∗ represents the eigenstrain; n is the hardening exponent; Q mea-
sures the geometry constraint, and P characterizes the external loading.
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Chapter 5

Effect of residual stress on
cleavage fracture

Cleavage fracture featured with negligible plastic tearing before final fail-
ure is often the most dangerous failure mode. It occurs by the unstable
propagation of microcracks formed within grain boundary particles by
twinning or slip dislocation pile-ups and then grows into the ferrite matrix
under the action of tensile stress [41]. The cleavage fracture toughness ex-
hibits sensitivity to the local stress and deformation fields due to its highly
localized character of the failure mechanism [133]. Understanding how
residual stresses influence the cleavage fracture behaviour becomes more
and more important when high strength steels are increasingly utilized in
offshore industry.

5.1 Problem description

This chapter presents the effect of residual stresses on cleavage fracture
toughness by using the cohesive zone model under Mode I, plane stain
conditions. Modified boundary layer simulations were performed with
the remote boundary conditions governed by the elastic K-field and T-
stress. The eigenstrain method was used to introduce residual stresses
into the finite element model. A layer of cohesive elements was deployed
ahead of the crack tip to simulate the fracture process zone. A bilinear
traction-separation-law (see Figure 3.4) was used to characterize the be-
haviour of the cohesive elements. It was assumed that the initiation of the
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Figure 5.1: Schematic plot of the assumption made in the study.

crack occurs when the opening stress drops to zero at the first integration
point of the first cohesive element ahead of the crack tip, as illustrated in
Figure 5.1.

The finite element computations were performed using ABAQUS [114].
The radius of the MBL model was taken as 200 mm. A layer of uniform-
sized cohesive elements was deployed along the central line ahead of the
crack tip to simulate the fracture process. The length of the cohesive ele-
ment layer is 20 mm, and the size of the uniform cohesive element lc is 0.1
mm. The thickness of the cohesive elements is 2.5 × 10−4 mm. The weld
metal and base metal region of the model was meshed by standard full
integration 4-node 2D plane strain elements. The cohesive elements are
standard cohesive element COH2D4. The finite element model has 4992
elements and the meshes are shown in Figure 5.2.

5.2 Residual stress field

Te eigenstrain method was used to introduce residual stresses into the fi-
nite element model. A rectangular weld region was constructed in the
center of the MBL model, as illustrated in Figure 5.2(b). The thermal ex-
pansion coefficient of the base metal αb was assumed to be zero, and it
was assumed to be orthogonal and represented by α11 and α22 for weld
metal. The ratio α11/α22 was fixed to be 2, and by setting α22= -0.0005,
0.0005, 0.001 and 0.002, four residual stress fields were generated and
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Figure 5.2: Finite element meshes for the modified boundary layer model,
(a) global view; (b) crack-tip region and the illustration of the weld region.
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designated as RsField0, RsField1, RsField2 and RsField3 respectively, as
shown in Figure 5.3. It should be noted that the eigenstrain values se-
lected here are taken from the experimental measurement results in liter-
ature [129, 134]. The residual stress fields generated by these values have
similar distribution to that showed in Ref. [135]. To obtain accurate dis-
tribution of the residual stress fields by eigenstrain method, one should
carry out the experiments to measure the distribution of the eigenstrain.
However, the main objective of this study is to investigate the effect of
the residual stresses, the prediction of the real distribution of the resid-
ual stress field is outside the scope. Note that the stress components are
normalized by the yield stress, and the distance from the crack tip x is
normalized by the size of the uniform element size lc.

It can be seen that the negative eigenstrain value introduces the com-
pressive residual stress at the weld region while the positive ones gener-
ate tensile residual stresses. Both tensile and compressive residual stresses
parallel to the crack front converge to zero far from the crack tip. The
opening residual stresses are self-balanced ahead of the crack tip. There is
a sharp turning point in the distribution of the opening residual stresses,
which is the region where eigenstrain discontinuities have been introduced
into the FE model, namely a weld metal-base metal boundary. The tensile
residual stresses also show similarity, and the level of the tensile residual
stress increases with the increase of α22. Due to the crack-tip singularity,
σ11 is about 960 MPa and σ22 is about 1380 MPa at the crack tip for Rs-
Field3.

5.3 Results

Cleavage fracture toughness exhibits a strong sensitivity to the local stress
and deformation fields due to its highly localized character. Residual
stresses affect both the crack driving forces and crack tip constraint [11,
17, 41, 44], which may further influence the cleavage fracture toughness.
Therefore, the effect of residual stresses on cleavage fracture toughness
was investigated in this study. The contour J-integral [8] was utilized as
the measure of the cleavage fracture toughness. Lei et al. [11] and Lei [12]
showed that the J-integral shows path-dependent with the presence of
the residual stresses. In our study, the computed far-field J-integral by
ABAQUS shows practically path-independence beyond the large strain
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Figure 5.3: Residual stress distribution in MBL model, (a) components par-
allel to the crack plane; (b) normal to the crack plane. Four different resid-
ual stress cases were considered, where RsField0 is compressive and the
remaining 3 are tensile. α11/α22=2, α22=-0.0005 is for RsField0, α22=0.0005,
0.001 and 0.002 for RsField1, RsField2 and Rsfield3 respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Cleavage toughness as the function of crack growth length
when the incremental plasticity model is used for surrounding materials.
E/σ0=450, ν=0.3; n=0.1; Γ0 = 100 N/mm, σmax = 3σ0.

region for the cases investigated. The J-integral in the following means
the calculated J-integral.

5.3.1 Effect on cleavage toughness

Cleavage fracture is a crucial failure mode in practice, and understanding
how residual stresses affect the cleavage fracture is very important. The
effect of residual stresses, i.e. Figure 5.3, on cleavage fracture toughness
was investigated in this section. Cohesive parameters Γ0=100 N/mm was
selected and the maximum cohesive stress σmax was set to be 3σ0. The
cleavage toughness was plotted as the function of crack growth length in
Figure 5.4.

It can be seen that the crack growth resistances are almost flat for both
with and without residual stress cases. Figure 5.4 also indicates that the
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how residual stresses affect the cleavage fracture is very important. The
effect of residual stresses, i.e. Figure 5.3, on cleavage fracture toughness
was investigated in this section. Cohesive parameters Γ0=100 N/mm was
selected and the maximum cohesive stress σmax was set to be 3σ0. The
cleavage toughness was plotted as the function of crack growth length in
Figure 5.4.

It can be seen that the crack growth resistances are almost flat for both
with and without residual stress cases. Figure 5.4 also indicates that the
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cohesive zone model with bilinear traction-separation-law is applicable to
predict the cleavage fracture toughness. In the following context, the initi-
ation fracture toughness (JC) predicted according to the assumption made
in Section 5.1 will be investigated. Residual stresses may influence both
the fracture process zone and plasticity of surrounding materials. There-
fore, three different constitutive models, i.e. incremental plasticity, defor-
mation plasticity and elastic, were employed to characterize different be-
haviour of surrounding materials. The relationship between JC and the
eigenstrain value α22 was showed in Figure 5.5. It should be noted that
α22=0 represents the reference case without residual stresses.

As shown in Figure 5.5, the compressive residual stress (α22 < 0) in-
creases the cleavage fracture toughness while the tensile residual stresses
decrease the cleavage fracture toughness. With the increase of tensile resid-
ual stress, the cleavage fracture toughness decreases. Also observe that the
effect of residual stress on fracture toughness is almost the same for elastic
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and deformation plasticity surrounding materials. However, the cleavage
fracture toughness for surrounding materials predicted with incremental
plasticity is significantly larger than other cases. When the surrounding
material is elastic or characterized by deformation plasticity model, the
cleavage fracture toughness without residual stress (α22 = 0) equals to co-
hesive energy Γ0, which represents energy needed to advance the crack
in the absence of plasticity. For incremental plasticity material model, it
can be seen that cleavage fracture toughness is larger than 1. For elas-
tic and deformation plasticity model, the deformation can return back to
the original state when the load is removed. However, when an incre-
mental plasticity model is used and unloading occurs, the plastic defor-
mation will be retained and the energy will be dissipated, which in turn
increases the fracture toughness. In the following, the incremental plastic-
ity model has been used for the study. In order to better understand the
contribution of plasticity of surrounding material, the effect of different
σ0 on cleavage fracture toughness in the absence of residual stresses was
investigated. Figure 5.6 shows the relationship between cleavage fracture
toughness and σ0/E.

It can be seen that with the increase of yield stress, the cleavage frac-
ture toughness decreases and approaches to Γ0, which indicates that the
decreasing of the plastic zone size of surrounding materials. When resid-
ual stress is present, it may influence the plastic deformation of the sur-
rounding materials. Figure 5.7 shows the plastic zone size when cleavage
fracture occurs for different residual stresses.

Figure 5.7 shows that the compressive residual stress field, i.e. Rs-
Field0, both enlarges the maximum radius of the plastic zone and causes
plastic zone to swing forward. In contrast, tensile residual stress fields
cause the plastic zone to decrease in size and rotate backward. Similar
behaviour has been reported by Du and Hancock [26] who investigated
the effect of T-stress on the crack-tip constraint. Negative T-stress indicates
loss of the crack-tip constraint while the positive T-stress has the oppo-
site effect. Thus, we may conclude that the compressive residual stress
reduces the crack-tip constraint and enlarges the plastic zone, which in
turn enhances the cleavage fracture toughness significantly. Unlike the
compressive residual stress, tensile residual stresses increased the crack-
tip constraint and reduced the cleavage toughness. Also, we can conclude
that the effect of residual stress on the cleavage fracture toughness mainly
comes from the contribution of the plasticity of the surrounding materials.
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Figure 5.8: Schematic plot of different weld zone sizes considered in the
study.

5.3.2 Effect of weld zone size

The length scale of residual stress field may play an important role on the
effect of residual stress on cleavage fracture toughness. To better demon-
strate this, three geometrically similar rectangular weld regions were con-
structed, as shown in Figure 5.8. The size of the weld is designated as
c. Eigenstrain values α11=0.004 and α22=0.002 have been used to gener-
ate residual stress field for all welds. Residual stress fields represented
by Size1, Size2 and Size3 respectively are showed in Figure 5.9, in which
residual stresses are normalized by the yield stress and the distance from
the crack tip is normalized by lc. Residual stresses are tensile in the weld
metal and show similar feature as the previous residual stresses showed
in Figure 5.3. With the increase of the weld zone size, residual stress com-
ponents parallel to the crack plane increases, and the size of the tensile
dominated region of opening stress also increases.
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Figure 5.9: Residual stress distribution in MBL model for different weld
zone sizes, (a) components parallel to the crack plane, and (b) normal
to the crack plane. lc is the uniform element size close to the crack
tip. E/σ0=450, ν=0.3; n=0.1; Γ0 = 100 N/mm, σmax = 3σ0; α11=0.004,
α22=0.002.
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Figure 5.10: Effect of weld zone size on cleavage fracture toughness.
E/σ0=450, ν=0.3; n=0.1; Γ0 = 100N/mm, σmax = 3σ0; α11=0.004, α22=0.002.

Figure 5.10 shows that the cleavage fracture toughness decreases with
the increase of the weld region size c, which can be expected because both
the residual stress level and tensile dominated residual stress region in-
creases with the increase of the weld zone size. Furthermore, it is in-
teresting to observe that the relationship between the cleavage fracture
toughness and the weld zone size can be fitted by a linear function, i.e.
y = −0.05432x + 1.409, which can possibly be used to predict the effect of
residual stress on the cleavage fracture toughness for geometrically similar
welds.

5.3.3 Effect of material hardening

In this study, the effect of the residual stress on the cleavage fracture tough-
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Figure 5.10 shows that the cleavage fracture toughness decreases with
the increase of the weld region size c, which can be expected because both
the residual stress level and tensile dominated residual stress region in-
creases with the increase of the weld zone size. Furthermore, it is in-
teresting to observe that the relationship between the cleavage fracture
toughness and the weld zone size can be fitted by a linear function, i.e.
y = −0.05432x + 1.409, which can possibly be used to predict the effect of
residual stress on the cleavage fracture toughness for geometrically similar
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Figure 5.11: Effect of residual stress on cleavage fracture toughness for dif-
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introduced for study. The relationship between the cleavage fracture tough-
ness and the hardening exponent for both with and without residual stress
are showed in Figure 5.11, and the difference between two curves repre-
sents the effect of residual stress.

As shown in Figure 5.11, the existence of residual stress reduces the
cleavage fracture toughness for all the cases analyzed. However, the effect
of the residual stress decreases with the increase of material hardening.
As it is known, fully developed plastic zone is easier to be achieved for
weaker hardening material. Hence, the effect of plastic dissipation be-
comes significant, and a larger reduction of the cleavage fracture tough-
ness can be expected.
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5.3.4 Effect of damage parameters

The cohesive energy Γ0 and the maximum cohesive stress σmax are two
dominant parameters of the traction-separation-law. The effect of the resid-
ual stress on the cleavage fracture toughness may vary for different cohe-
sive zone parameters. In present study, the effect of residual stress on
the cleavage fracture toughness for three maximum cohesive stresses, i.e.
σmax/σ0 = 2.8, 3.0 and 3.3 were studied firstly. Residual stress field with
α11=0.004 and α22=0.002, i.e. RsField3, was used. Cohesive energy Γ0 was
fixed to be 100 N/mm. The relationship between the cleavage fracture
toughness and the maximum cohesive stress is showed in Figure 5.12.

It can be seen that with the increase of σmax, the reduction of cleavage
fracture toughness due to residual stress increases. When the maximum
cohesive stress is smaller, the energy needed to initiate a crack is less, and
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a fully developed plastic zone cannot be formed. It has been shown that
plastic dissipation only becomes significant compared to Γ0 when fully
developed plastic zone can form [122]. Thus, a stronger effect of residual
stress on the cleavage fracture toughness can be expected for higher σmax.

Γ0 is another important parameter in cohesive zone model. In this
study, the effect of the residual stress on the cleavage fracture toughness
for different Γ0 with same σmax has also been investigated. Residual stress
field with α11=0.004 and α22=0.002, i.e. RsField3, was introduced for the
study. Figure 5.13 shows the comparison of the cleavage fracture tough-
ness JC for both with and without residual stress as the function of cohe-
sive energy.

It can be seen that with the increase of the cohesive energy Γ0, the
cleavage fracture toughness increases for both with and without residual
stresses, as shown in Figure 5.13(a). Figure 5.13(b) shows that the nor-
malized cleavage fracture toughness tends to converge to the case without
residual stress with increasing Γ0. Note that the cleavage fracture tough-
ness with residual stress was normalized by the toughness without resid-
ual stress effect. Figure 5.14 shows the effect of the residual stress on the
plastic zone for different Γ0, and the length of the fracture process zone
(FPZ), which measures the distance between the point where all traction
is lost and where the peak stress is first attained [122].

As shown in Figure 5.14(a) the residual stress increases the length of
FPZ when Γ0<150 N/mm, beyond which the residual stress does not affect
the FPZ for the cases studied. However, the tensile residual stress both
reduces the size of the plastic zone and rotates the plastic zone backward
for all Γ0, as shown in Figure 5.14(b). We can also observe that with the
increase of Γ0, the plastic zone size increases for both with and without
residual stress cases, which can explain the increasing cleavage fracture
toughness showed in Figure 5.13(a).

5.3.5 Effect of T-stress

In this study, no real structural component was considered. It is thus in-
teresting to investigate the effect of residual stress on the cleavage frac-
ture toughness for different geometry constraint levels characterized by
T-stress. The outer boundary condition for the MBL model is governed by
the elastic K-field and a T-stress under small-scale-yielding condition. For
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Figure 5.13: Relationship between the fracture toughness and cohesive en-
ergy, (a) absolute difference between the case with and without residual
stress, and (b) normalized values. E/σ0=450, ν=0.3; n=0.1; σmax = 3σ0;
α11=0.004, α22=0.002.
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Figure 5.14: Effect of the residual stress on (a) the fracture process zone,
and (b) plastic zone size of surrounding materials for εp=1%. E/σ0=450,
ν=0.3; n=0.1; σmax = 3σ0; α11=0.004, α22=0.002.
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Figure 5.14: Effect of the residual stress on (a) the fracture process zone,
and (b) plastic zone size of surrounding materials for εp=1%. E/σ0=450,
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and (b) plastic zone size of surrounding materials for εp=1%. E/σ0=450,
ν=0.3; n=0.1; σmax = 3σ0; α11=0.004, α22=0.002.
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Figure 5.15: Effect of residual stresses on the cleavage fracture toughness
for different T/σ0. E/σ0=450, ν=0.3; n=0.1; Γ0=100 N/mm, σmax = 3σ0;
α11=0.004, α22=0.002.

Mode I loading, K is the amplitude of the singular stress field, while the T
is a non-singular stress term, acting parallel to the crack plane. Geometry
constraint effects on fracture behaviour can be investigated by utilizing
the T-stress [136]. In current study, T-stress with the value of T/σ0= -0.5,
-0.25, 0, and 0.5 was studied. The same residual stress field as previous
with α11=0.004 and α22, i.e. RsField3, was used. The cleavage fracture
toughness was plotted as the function of T/σ0 in Figure 5.15.

It can be seen that with the increase of the T-stress, the cleavage frac-
ture toughness decreases for both with and without residual stresses. As
expected, with the increase of the T-stress the crack-tip constraint increases
and thus the plastic zone shrinks. Similar results were also reported by
Tvergaard and Hutchinson [137] in their study on the effect of T-stress on
Mode I crack growth resistance in a ductile solid. It is interesting to ob-
serve that with the increase of the T-stress the effect of the residual stress
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Figure 5.16: Effect of residual stress on size of plastic zone for different
geometry constraint when εp=1% at initiation. E/σ0=450, ν=0.3; n=0.1;
Γ0=100 N/mm, σmax = 3σ0; α11=0.004, α22=0.002. "N" represents the case
without residual stress; "W" denotes the case with residual stress.

decreases. Figure 5.16 shows the effect of the residual stress on plastic
zone size for different T-stress.

It can be seen that the negative T-stress enlarges the plastic zone. How-
ever, the presence of tensile residual stress significantly decreases the size
of the plastic zone and rotates the plastic zone backward slightly. The pos-
itive T-stress shrinks the plastic zone, and the residual stress further rotates
the plastic zone backward. We thus can conclude that the tensile residual
stress influences the cleavage fracture toughness similar way as the posi-
tive T-stress.

5.4 Conclusions

In this paper the effect of residual stresses on cleavage fracture toughness
has been investigated. The damage mechanics-based cohesive zone model
was utilized to simulate the fracture process zone. The modified bound-
ary layer model simulations were performed under Mode I, plane strain
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conditions, and the remote boundary conditions of the model is governed
by elastic K-field and T-stress. Residual stresses were introduced into the
FE model by the eigenstrain method. Cleavage fracture was assumed to
occur when the opening stress of the first integration point of the first co-
hesive element ahead of the crack tip dropped to zero. Far-field contour
J-integral has been employed to quantify the cleavage fracture toughness.

Cohesive zone model with a bilinear traction-separation-law was em-
ployed to study the effect of residual stresses on cleavage fracture be-
haviour. The introduction of a small fictitious viscosity in the traction-
separation-law in combination with the use of a small step-increment in
the simulations, improved the convergence rate, and its effect on the re-
sults is negligible.

Results show that residual stresses affect both the length of the fracture
process zone and surrounding plasticity. Local compressive residual stress
enhances the cleavage fracture toughness while positive residual stresses
have opposite influences. The compressive residual stress enlarges the
plastic zone significantly while tensile residual stresses shrink the plas-
tic zone and shift the plastic zone backward. When the welds are geo-
metrically similar, the effect of residual stresses on the cleavage fracture
toughness is a linear function of the size of the weld. The dominant co-
hesive parameters Γ0 and σmax also play an important role on the effect of
residual stresses on the cleavage fracture toughness. With the increase of
cohesive energy, the effect of residual stresses on the cleavage toughness
decreases. The reduction of the toughness caused by the residual stress
increases with the increase of the maximum cohesive stress.

The effect of residual stresses on the cleavage fracture toughness be-
comes weaker for higher geometry constraint configuration. It has been
found that residual stresses show similar behaviour as the T-stress. When
combining the residual stresses with T-stress, the superposition principle
can be applied. For higher geometry constraint configuration, the effect
of tensile residual stress becomes smaller. However, for lower geometry
constraint case, the combined effect can induce a significant reduction of
the cleavage fracture toughness.
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Chapter 6

Effect of residual stress on ductile
fracture

Ductile crack growth plays an important role in the analysis of the fracture
behaviour of structures [109]. Crack extension reduces the load-bearing
ligament and will influence the capacity of the structures. Ductile crack
growth may also change the near-tip stress/strain fields and promote the
transition to unstable cleavage fracture. The mechanism of ductile frac-
ture in metallic materials may be considered as a three-stage process: nu-
cleation, growth and coalescence of microvoids. The ductile fracture pro-
cess is influenced by the local conditions of stress triaxiality and plastic
strain within the vicinity of a stress concentrator such as a notch or a crack-
tip [51]. Liu et al. [44] and Ren et al. [17] have demonstrated that residual
stresses can induce an additional crack-tip constraint, and a parameter R
was defined based on the difference between the full stress field and the
reference field to quantify the residual stress-induced crack-tip constraint.
It is thus interesting to further investigate how residual stresses influence
the local failure mechanisms and global ductile crack resistance.

6.1 Problem description

The present analyses were carried out for the conditions of small-scale-
yielding. The MBL model used for this study consists of a weld region
located in the center of the model, an outer base metal region, and a sharp
crack in the center of weld. The load was applied to the remote edges of
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Figure 6.1: Modified boundary layer model, (a) global view; (b) crack-tip
mesh.

the model through a displacement field (u, v), as shown in Eq. 3.2. The
finite element computations were performed using ABAQUS [114]. Due
to symmetry, only the upper half of the geometry is modeled. The mesh
is shown in Figure 6.1. The radius of the MBL model is taken as 1000 mm
to ensure the small-scale-yielding condition is fulfilled. Close to the crack
tip, there is a rectangular region (9.4 mm ahead of the initial crack tip and
1.6 above the symmetry line) with uniform mesh sizes of 0.1 × 0.05 mm
for the first layer and 0.1 × 0.1 mm for the rest of the layers are created.
Full integration 4-node 2D plane strain elements are used. The finite el-
ement model has 2616 elements. Nonlinear geometry effects (NLGEOM
in ABAQUS) are accounted for in the analyses. An initial opening of 0.02
mm is applied for the upper half model. When the residual stresses are
introduced into the model, the crack faces can be partly closed. Thus, a
rigid analytical plane is defined in the model to simulate the contact of the
crack surfaces.
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Two scenarios have been considered to study the effect of the residual
stresses on the crack growth resistance in this thesis. Firstly, the effect of
residual stresses on ductile crack resistance in a large round weld region
was investigated. In such a way, the final crack growth length still locates
in weld region. Secondary, a much smaller rectangular weld region was
constructed, where the crack can propagate through the whole weld re-
gion. The effect of the weld zone size was also taken into account and
studied. In addition, the effects of initial void volume fraction and mate-
rial hardening have also been studied.

6.2 Residual stress field

The eigenstrain method was used to introduce residual stresses into the
finite element model. A round weld region was introduced in the cen-
ter of the model, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. According to the eigenstrain
method, the thermal expansion coefficients of both the weld metal (αw)
and base metal (αb) were assumed to be isotropic and equal to the eigen-
strain values respectively. In this section, we assume αb=0. Four residual
stress fields were generated by setting αw= -0.001, 0.001, 0.002 and 0.003
and designated as RsField0, RsField1, RsField2 and RsField3 respectively.
Figure 6.3 shows the distribution of the residual stresses both before and
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parallel to the crack front converge to zero far from the crack tip. The
opening residual stresses are self-balanced ahead of the crack tip. There is
a sharp turning point in the distribution of the opening residual stresses,
which is the region where eigenstrain discontinuities have been introduced
into the FE model, namely the weld metal-base metal boundary. The ten-
sile residual stresses also show similarity, and the level of the tensile resid-
ual stress increases with the increasing αw. Due to the singularity, σ11 is
about 800 MPa and σ22 is about 1200 MPa at the crack tip for RsField2.
Figure 4 also shows that residual stress components are smaller than the
yield stress before the crack was inserted.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the weld region (gray area). The radius of the
weld is 20 mm.

6.3 Results

In fracture mechanics, the J-integral [8] or Crack Tip Opening Displace-
ment (δ, CTOD) are used to characterize the crack-tip driving force of a
cracked body made of an elastic-plastic material. The J-integral is a path-
independent integral based on the assumption that the strain energy den-
sity is a single-valued function of the strain (or stress) [12]. However, non-
proportional loading may occur in the region where the J-integral is evalu-
ated and lead to path-dependence, for example, in the case of ductile crack
growth [109], or in the presence of a residual stress field [11]. In this study,
the J-integral is evaluated on contours far away from the zone of highly
non-proportional loading, and displays practically path independence in
both cases with and without residual stresses. J in the following context
thus represents far-field J-integral.

6.3.1 Effect on ductile crack growth resistance

Ductile crack growth resistance is important for structural integrity assess-
ment, and it is interesting to investigate the effect of residual stresses on
it. In this section, effects of residual stress fields on the crack growth re-
sistance were studied. The initial void volume fraction f0 is fixed to be
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the residual stress distribution in MBL model
with a large round weld before (bold line) and after (thin line) the crack
was inserted, (a) components parallel to the crack plane, and (b) normal
to the crack plane. Four different residual stress cases were considered,
where RsField0 is compressive and the remaining 3 are tensile. αb=0, αw=-
0.001, 0.001, 0.002 and 0.003.
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0.1% and the strain hardening exponent n equals to 0.1. The crack growth
resistance described by the J-integral is showed in Figure 6.4.

For the cases chosen, the residual stresses seem to have significant ef-
fects on the ductile crack growth resistance. Figure 6.4(a) shows that the
compressive residual stress enhances the crack growth resistance while the
tensile residual stresses have the opposite effect. With the increase of ten-
sile residual stress, the crack growth resistance decreases. The absolute dif-
ference between the case with and without residual stress increases with
the increase of crack growth. Figure 6.4(b) presents the normalized crack
growth resistance. The resistances with residual stresses were normalized
by the resistance at the same crack growth without residual stresses. The
distance from the original crack tip was normalized by lc. It can be seen
that the tensile residual stresses significantly decrease the initiation tough-
ness while the compressive residual stress increase it. With advancing
crack growth, the effect of the residual stresses decreases and approaches
to a constant value. Note that the current crack grows only to 3 mm, which
is very small compared to the size of the residual stress dominant length
scale shown in Figure 6.3. As shown in Figure 6.3, beyond the singularity
affected zone (x/lc > 30, i.e. 3 mm), the residual stress fields approach
a hydrostatic stress state. Thus, the residual stresses cannot be easily re-
leased by the crack growth, and the effect of residual stresses retains.

In order to better understand the effect of residual stress on crack growth
resistance, a smaller rectangular weld region was constructed, as illus-
trated in Figure 6.5. In this section, αb=0, and αw was assumed to be or-
thogonal and characterized by α11 and α22 in following context. The ratio
α11/α22 was fixed to be 2. Four residual stress fields with α22=-0.001, 0.001,
0.002 and 0.003 were generated and represented by RsField0, RsField1,
RsField2 and RsField3 respectively, as shown in Figure 6.6. It should be
noted that the eigenstrain values selected here are taken from experimen-
tal measurement results in literature [129, 134].

The absolute and normalized crack growth resistances are shown in
Figure 6.7. It can be seen that the compressive residual stress increases the
crack growth resistance while tensile residual stresses decrease the crack
growth resistance, as shown in Figure 6.7(a). Figure 6.7(b) shows that the
reduction of the crack growth resistance converges with crack growth to
the case without residual stress. As known, the quantity σm/σe defines
a convenient measure of triaxiality linked to the growth rate of micro-
scale voids consistent with the subsequently introduced damage measures
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Figure 6.4: Effect of residual stresses on crack growth resistance, (a) ab-
solute crack resistance curves; (b) normalized crack resistance curves.
f0=0.1%; n=0.1; E/σ0=500.
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Figure 6.5: Illustration of the weld region (gray area). The length of the
weld region along the “11" direction is 9.6 mm, and the length along the
“22" direction is 6.4 mm .

[138]. Therefore, we investigated the distribution of triaxiality ahead of
the crack tip. Figure 6.8 presents the triaxiality values on the ligament
ahead of the original crack tip for different crack growth. The distance
from the original crack tip are scaled by J/σ0, or equivalently (KI/σ0)2,
which defines approximately the value of crack-tip opening displacement
and provides a physical meaningful length-scale for normalization.

It can be seen that tensile residual stresses enhance the triaxiality val-
ues while the compressive residual stress reduce the triaxiality value at the
crack initiation, see Figure 6.8(a), which corresponds to our previous find-
ings [17, 44]. However, the effect of residual stress on triaxiality tend to be
negligible when the crack advanced to 3.5 mm, as shown in Figure 6.8(b).
Higher stress triaxility corresponds to a smaller plastic zone. Thus, the en-
ergy dissipated by the plastic deformation is smaller, which in turn result
in a lower crack growth resistance.

6.3.2 Effect of weld zone size

The length scale of the residual stress field may play an important role on
the effect of residual stress on ductile crack growth resistance, as shown in
Section 6.3.1. To better demonstrate this, four geometrically similar rect-
angular weld regions were constructed, as illustrated in Figure 6.9. The
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Figure 6.6: Residual stress distribution in MBL model with a rectangular
weld after the crack was inserted, (a) components parallel to the crack
plane, and (b) normal to the crack plane. Four different residual stress
cases were considered, where RsField0 is compressive and the remaining
3 are tensile. α11/α22=2, α22=-0.001, 0.001, 0.002 and 0.003.
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Figure 6.7: Effect of residual stresses on crack growth resistance, (a) ab-
solute crack resistance curves; (b) normalized crack resistance curves.
f0=0.1%; n=0.1; E/σ0=500.
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Figure 6.8: Triaxiality values ahead the crack tip for different crack propa-
gation, (a) Δa=0.1 mm; (b) Δa=3.5 mm. f0=0.1%; n=0.1; E/σ0=500.
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Figure 6.9: Illustration of weld size. The size increases by a scale of 2.

size of the weld is designated as c. The orthogonal thermal expansion co-
efficient was used with a value of α11=0.004 and α22=0.002 for all welds.
The residual stress fields designated as Size1, Size2, Size3 and Size4 re-
spectively are showed in Figure 6.10. The residual stresses are tensile in
the weld metal and show similar features as the previous residual stresses
shown in Figure 6.6. With increasing weld size, the residual stresses par-
allel to the crack plane increase; and the size of tensile dominated region
of the opening stress also increases.

Figure 6.11(a) presents the absolute crack growth resistance. In Fig-
ure 6.11(b), crack growth length was normalized by lc. It can be seen that
the residual stresses generated in the larger welds influence more signifi-
cantly the crack growth resistance. With increasing crack growth, the effect
of the residual stresses on the crack growth resistance converges to the case
without residual stresses. However, an interesting pattern emerges when
normalizing the crack growth length by the weld zone size c, as shown
in Figure 6.12. Surprisingly, the normalized crack growth resistances col-
lapse into one curve, which indicates that the effect of the residual stresses
on the crack growth resistance is nearly independent of the weld zone size.
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Figure 6.10: Residual stress distribution in MBL model with geometrically
similar welds after the crack was inserted, (a) components parallel to the
crack plane; (b) normal to the crack plane. α11=0.004, α22=0.002.
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Figure 6.11: Effect of weld size on crack growth resistance, (a) absolute
crack growth resistance, and (b) crack growth resistance normalized by lc.
f0=0.1%; n=0.1; E.σ0=500.
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Figure 6.12: "Mater" curve obtained by normalizing the crack growth re-
sistance by the weld zone size c.

For the cases specified in this section, when the crack grows approximately
to 3 times of c, the effect of residual stresses can be neglected. For geomet-
rically similar welds, the uniform curve can be used to roughly predict the
length scale of residual stress-affected region beyond which the effect of
the residual stress can be neglected. To better demonstrate our finding,
residual stress fields were presented by normalizing the distance from the
crack tip by weld zone size, as shown in Figure 6.13.

It can be seen that residual stress field collapse into a uniform field,
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Figure 6.13: Residual stress distribution normalized by the weld zone size
after the crack was inserted, (a) components parallel to the crack plane; (b)
normal to the crack plane.
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6.3.3 Effect of material hardening

It has been shown that the effect of strain hardening on the ductile crack
resistance is not fully understood. Xia and Shih [139] demonstrated that
the ductile resistance increases with increasing hardening capacity. How-
ever, Eikrem et al. [140] and Østby et al. [109, 141] reported that decreasing
the hardening exponent will significantly raise the resistance curve. In this
study, the effect of strain hardening on the crack growth resistance was in-
vestigated for cases both with and without residual stress. It should be
noted that in this particular study, the initial volume fraction f0 was fixed
to be 0.05%, and the residual stress field was introduced by the rectan-
gular weld with orthogonal thermal expansion coefficient α11=0.004 and
α22=0.002, i.e. RsField2 in Figure 6.6. The crack growth resistance was
plotted as a function of hardening exponent n in Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.14(a) shows that with decreasing hardening exponent the crack
growth resistance increases for both with and without residual stress cases,
which corresponds to the results demonstrated in Ref. [109, 140, 141]. For a
given hardening exponent, residual stresses reduce both the initial tough-
ness and crack growth resistance. Also, the effect of residual stress on
the ductile resistance becomes stronger for stronger hardening material,
as shown in Figure 6.14(b). With increasing crack growth, the reduction
of the crack growth resistance decreases and tends to converge to the case
without residual stress. Residual stresses reduce the equivalent plastic
strain significantly at crack initiation, which indicates smaller plastic de-
formation. Hence, lower crack growth resistance curves can be expected.
With the crack growth, the effect of residual stresses on the equivalent
plastic strain becomes negligible for different hardening exponents.

6.3.4 Effect of initial void volume fraction

The initial void volume fraction f0 represents the degree of damage in the
material. The larger the initial void volume fraction is, the larger damage
the material has. In this section, the effect of residual stress fields on crack
growth resistance was investigated for three initial void volume fractions,
f0 = 0.05%, 0.1% and 0.2%. The residual stress was introduced into a rect-
angular weld with α11=0.004 and α22=0.002, i.e. RsField2 in Figure 6.6. The
crack growth resistance curves are shown in Figure 6.15.

As shown in Figure 6.15(a), for both with and without residual stress
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Figure 6.14: Effect of residual stresses on crack growth resistance for differ-
ent hardening, (a) absolute crack growth resistance curves; (b) normalized
crack resistance curves. α11=0.004, α22=0.002; f0=0.05%; E/σ0=500.
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Figure 6.14: Effect of residual stresses on crack growth resistance for differ-
ent hardening, (a) absolute crack growth resistance curves; (b) normalized
crack resistance curves. α11=0.004, α22=0.002; f0=0.05%; E/σ0=500.
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Figure 6.15: Effect of residual stresses on crack growth resistance for
different initial void volume fraction, (a) absolute crack growth resis-
tance curves; (b) normalized crack resistance curves. α11=0.004, α22=0.002;
n=0.1; E/σ0=500.
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different initial void volume fraction, (a) absolute crack growth resis-
tance curves; (b) normalized crack resistance curves. α11=0.004, α22=0.002;
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cases, the crack growth resistance increases with the decrease of f0, which
can be expected because the ductility becomes better when initial void vol-
ume fraction decreases. Also, it can be observed that the residual stress re-
duces the crack growth resistance for fixed f0. Normalized crack resistance
curves shown in Figure 6.15(b) indicate that with increasing crack growth,
the effects of residual stresses decrease and become less dependent on f0.
The residual stress enhances the opening stress beyond the larger strain
effect region compared with the case without residual stress at crack initia-
tion, which induces an increase of crack-tip constraint [17, 44], and a lower
fracture toughness can then be expected. However, it has been found that
the effect of the residual stress on opening stress becomes negligible when
crack growth becomes larger.

6.3.5 Effect of T-stress

Crack-tip constraint effects on fracture toughness have received consider-
able attention recently. In our earlier work [17], we have found that the
residual stress-induced crack-tip constraint is lower for a higher geomet-
ric constraint. Xia and Shih [139], Tvergaard and Hutchinson [137] studied
the effect of T-stress on the crack growth resistance and showed that a neg-
ative T-stress results in a rapidly rising resistance curve while the positive
T-stress lowers the fracture resistance. It is thus interesting to investigate
how residual stress combined with varying T-stress affect the crack growth
resistance. In this work, T/σ0=-0.5, 0 and 0.5 were studied. The initial void
volume fraction is fixed to be 0.1%, and the residual stress with α11=0.004
and α22=0.002, i.e. RsField2 in Figure 6.6, was introduced. The absolute
and normalized resistance curves are shown in Figure 6.16.

It can be seen that the tensile residual stress reduces the crack growth
resistance for all T/σ0 cases, as shown in Figure 6.16(a). Figure 6.16(b)
shows that the normalized crack growth resistance is lower for smaller T-
stress. However, the differences between the normalized crack growth re-
sistances are insignificant. It should be noted that a relatively small initial
void fraction was used in this study, i.e. f0=0.1%. With increasing crack
growth, the effect of residual stresses on crack growth resistance tends
to be independent of the T-stress. The positive residual stresses reduce
the plastic strain compared to the case without residual stresses. Lower
equivalent plastic strain indicates a smaller plastic zone and thus the en-
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ative T-stress results in a rapidly rising resistance curve while the positive
T-stress lowers the fracture resistance. It is thus interesting to investigate
how residual stress combined with varying T-stress affect the crack growth
resistance. In this work, T/σ0=-0.5, 0 and 0.5 were studied. The initial void
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It can be seen that the tensile residual stress reduces the crack growth
resistance for all T/σ0 cases, as shown in Figure 6.16(a). Figure 6.16(b)
shows that the normalized crack growth resistance is lower for smaller T-
stress. However, the differences between the normalized crack growth re-
sistances are insignificant. It should be noted that a relatively small initial
void fraction was used in this study, i.e. f0=0.1%. With increasing crack
growth, the effect of residual stresses on crack growth resistance tends
to be independent of the T-stress. The positive residual stresses reduce
the plastic strain compared to the case without residual stresses. Lower
equivalent plastic strain indicates a smaller plastic zone and thus the en-
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Figure 6.16: Effect of the residual stress on normalized crack growth resis-
tances for different T/σ0, (a) absolute crack growth resistance curves; (b)
normalized crack resistance curves. α11=0.004, α22=0.002; f0=0.1%; n=0.1;
E/σ0=500.
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ergy dissipated by the plastic deformation decreases. In turn, the ductile
crack toughness decreases. When the crack growth becomes larger, the ef-
fect of residual stresses on the equivalent plastic strain becomes negligible.

6.4 Conclusions

This study describes a systematic computational investigation of the effect
of residual stresses on ductile crack growth resistance. 2D plane strain fi-
nite element analysis have been carried out in a modified boundary layer
model with the remote boundary condition governed by K-field and T-
stress. The large strain effect was taken into account in the analysis. The
complete Gurson model was utilized to predict the crack growth resistance
for both with and without residual stress situations. Residual stresses
were generated by the eigenstrain method and introduced into the FE
model. Both the tensile and compressive residual stress fields were intro-
duced. However, tensile residual stress was known to be detrimental for
the fracture. Thus, the effect of the tensile residual stress on crack growth
resistance was mainly presented. Residual stresses as an additional field
do not alter the material constitutive relation, however, the residual stress
may influence the near-tip stress state and enhance the level of damage
along the ligament ahead of an advancing crack tip. The following con-
clusions can be made:

1. Tensile residual stresses reduce the crack growth resistance while
compressive residual stress can enhance the crack growth resistance. With
the increase of crack growth, the effect of residual stresses decreases and
converges to the case without residual stress. The initial damage of the
ligament elements caused by the residual stress is negligible for the cases
studied.

2. Under certain circumstances, the effect of the residual stresses on
ductile crack growth resistance can be normalized by the size of the geo-
metrically similar weld, and the normalized crack growth resistance curves
collapse into a single curve. One can use this curve to evaluate the effect of
the residual stress on the structural integrity and simplify the assessment
procedure. It can also be used to predict the length scale of the residual
stress-affected range beyond which the effect of the residual stresses can
be neglected. For the cases specified in this study, when the crack grows
to a length of 3c the effect of the residual stresses can be neglected.
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3. The reduction of the crack growth resistance caused by residual
stresses is smaller for weaker hardening materials, and the influence of
the residual stresses decreases with crack propagation.

4. Residual stress reduces the crack growth resistance more signifi-
cantly for the materials with larger initial void volume. The influence of
the residual stresses decreases with the crack growth and becomes inde-
pendent of f0.

5. The reduction of the crack growth resistance induced by the residual
stress increases with increasing T/σ0 at the early stage of crack growth
and then tend to be negligible when the crack growth is larger. The results
are in line with our earlier findings that the effect of residual stress on the
crack-tip constraint becomes weaker for higher T/σ0.

The present study indicates that residual stress as an additional stress
field can alter the stress state near the crack tip and further influence the
ductile crack growth resistance. Triaxility or crack-tip constraint was shown
to play an important role in the ductile fracture behaviour. Therefore, the
residual stress-induced crack-tip constraint is a very important factor to
consider in structural integrity assessment. In Chapter 4, we have defined
a parameter R to quantify the residual stress-induced crack-tip constraint.
However, the effect of residual stress on the ductile crack resistance has not
been linked with R by a quantitative way in this chapter. The reason for
this is that the residual stress field in reality is very complicated, hence one
should find an efficient way to standardize the distribution of the residual
stresses for typical weld joints. To reduce the conservatism of current in-
tegrity assessments, a proper description of the residual stress field is very
important. Once a proper description of the residual stress is obtained, the
"master" curve, though obtained from the MBL model, can be applied to
real engineering structures and components that contain similar residual
stress fields under small-scale-yielding conditions. The transferability of
the results from MBL studies to real structures should be verified in fur-
ther studies.
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Chapter 7

Summary

Welding is a very important technique in material processing engineering,
and welding residual stress is always a critical issue that should be taken
into account. With the rapid development of oil and gas industry, welding
and repair of pipelines and platforms under crucial conditions, e.g. deep
water with the depth over 300 meter, and the arctic region with very low
temperature, become more and more urgent. Meanwhile, the safety and
integrity of welded components is a stringent issue for the industry as well
as the whole society. It has been shown that welding residual stress can
have significant effect on the structural integrity, which originally moti-
vated this study. The research presented in this thesis has advanced the
fundamental understanding of the effect of residual stress on structural
integrity assessment from the fracture mechanics point of view. The main
focuses are the effect of residual stresses on crack-tip constraint, cleav-
age fracture toughness and ductile crack growth resistance. Since tensile
residual stress is detrimental for the fracture, the study mainly concerns
the effect of tensile residual stress on fracture behaviour.

A series of numerical analyses were carried out to investigate the prob-
lem. The problem was simplified as an ideal modified boundary layer
problem under Mode I loading and plane strain conditions. The eigen-
strain method was utilized to introduce residual stresses into the finite el-
ement model. The cohesive zone model and complete Gurson model were
employed to study the effect of residual stresses on cleavage and ductile
fracture behaviour, respectively. The main findings of the thesis are listed
below.
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116 SUMMARY

Main findings

• For given crack tip driving force, tensile residual stress enhances the
near tip stresses compared with the reference field without residual
stress while the compressive residual stress has the opposite effect.
Thus, tensile residual stress can increase the crack-tip constraint.

• Based on the observation that near tip stress fields show similarity,
a parameter R was defined to quantify the residual stress-induced
crack-tip constraint. Parameter R is defined based on the opening
stress difference between the full field including the residual stress
and the reference field.

• Results of the cases investigated suggest that the defined parameter
R is a non-hydrostatic parameter, which is the function of the resid-
ual stress field, external loading, material hardening, loading path
and geometry constraint. For the cases with higher geometry con-
straint, the effect of residual stress on crack-tip constraint becomes
smaller.

• It has been found that the compressive residual stress enhance the
cleavage fracture toughness while positive residual stresses have the
opposite effect. For elastic-plastic materials, residual stress affects
both the fracture process zone size and surrounding material plas-
ticity, and the latter effect is more important.

• Compressive residual stress enlarges the plastic zone significantly
while tensile residual stress compresses the plastic zone and shifts
the plastic zone backward. Residual stress shows similar effect as
T-stress on plastic zone.

• The effect of residual stresses on the cleavage fracture toughness is
dependent on the traction-separation-law parameters. With the in-
crease of Γ0, the effect of the residual stress on cleavage toughness
decreases; the effect of residual stresses increases with the increase
of the maximum cohesive stress.

• Effect of residual stress on the cleavage fracture toughness is weaker
for higher geometry constraint configuration. When combining the
effect of residual stresses with T-stress, the superposition principle
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cleavage fracture toughness while positive residual stresses have the
opposite effect. For elastic-plastic materials, residual stress affects
both the fracture process zone size and surrounding material plas-
ticity, and the latter effect is more important.

• Compressive residual stress enlarges the plastic zone significantly
while tensile residual stress compresses the plastic zone and shifts
the plastic zone backward. Residual stress shows similar effect as
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for higher geometry constraint configuration. When combining the
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can be applied. Thus, for higher geometry constraint configuration,
the effect of tensile residual stress is smaller. However, for lower
geometry constraint case, the coupled effect can induce a significant
reduction of the cleavage fracture toughness.

• Tensile residual stress reduces the crack growth resistance while com-
pressive residual stress can enhance the crack growth resistance. The
effect of residual stresses is dependent on the amount of crack growth.
With the increase of crack growth, the effect of residual stresses de-
creases and converges to the case without residual stress.

• The reduction of the crack growth resistance caused by residual stress
is smaller for weaker hardening materials, and the influence of the
residual stress decreases with crack propagation. With the increase
of the material hardening, the effect of residual stress on cleavage
fracture toughness decreases.

• Residual stress reduces the crack growth resistance more significantly
for the materials with larger initial void volume. The influence of
the residual stress decreases with the crack growth and becomes in-
dependent of f0. The reduction of the crack growth resistance in-
duced by the residual stress increases with increasing T/σ0 at the
early stage of crack growth and then tend to be negligible when the
crack growth becomes larger.

• When the welds are geometrically similar, the effect of residual stress
on the cleavage fracture toughness is a linear function of the size of
the weld. However, the effect of the residual stresses on ductile crack
growth resistance can be normalized by the size of the geometrically
similar weld, and the normalized crack growth resistance curves col-
lapse into a single curve.
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Chapter 8

Future work

This work focused on the fundamental understanding of the effect of resid-
ual stresses on the crack-tip constraint, cleavage and ductile fracture be-
haviour. However, some important work has not been carried out accord-
ing to the objectives of the PhD work and RESIA project. The following
work can be carried out in future:

• Experimental verification of parameter R is important to further in-
corporate this parameter into the structural integrity assessment pro-
cedure. A efficient and reproducible method to introduce a realistic
residual stress into the test specimen should be developed.

• To obtain the accurate and whole map of the distribution of resid-
ual stresses are critical to assess their effect on fracture. Thus, both
the experimental measurement techniques and numerical prediction
method should be further developed.

• In integrity assessment procedure, the length scale of residual stress
should be properly defined, and the standardization of distribution
of residual stress can be depicted for various welding joints.

• It is also important to verify the effect of residual stresses on cleav-
age fracture toughness and ductile crack growth resistance by exper-
iments. It is interesting to link the effect of residual stress on failure
mechanisms to parameter R.

• It have been shown in literature that residual stresses may also play
an important role in fatigue, hydrogen pick-up and diffusion, creep
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and so on. Thus, both the numerical simulation and experimental
verification of such topics are important.

• Effect of residual stresses on the crack driving force should be fur-
ther investigated either in theoretical or other approaches. A more
general and accurate crack driving force parameter should be devel-
oped to include the effect of residual stress, and it should be friendly
applicable for industry and structural integrity assessment.

• A improved integrity assessment procedure, which includes the ef-
fect of residual stresses on the crack driving force, crack-tip con-
straint, different failure mechanisms should be developed.
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